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James R. Bachman, class of ‘51, 

speaks from experience when he says... 

“T fi Applied R h Lab I find the Applied Research Laboratory 
e ° 

of U.S. Steel an interesting and 
e e e 99 

rewarding place in which to work. 
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The rapid rise of Mr. Bachman at Refractories Division, at this labora- of other engrossing operations which 
United States Steel’s Applied Re- tory. make up the daily work of this con- 

search Laboratory in Monroeville, Mr. Bachman has said: “At U.S. stantly expanding industry. If you 

Pa., is typical of that of many scien- Steel’s Applied Research Labora- are interested in a challenging and 
tists and engineers who have come to tory, we are actively solving prob- rewarding career with United States 

U. S. Steel from college and who lems that are of vital importance to Steel and feel that you can qualify, 
have staked their future with this the steel industry. These problems why not get in touch with your col- 

organization. are many and varied, including as lege placement director for further 

Mr. Bachman received his B.S. they do activities in the fields of information? Moreover, we shall be 
Degree in 1951 and his M. S. Degree physics, chemistry, mathematics, pleased to send you a copy of our 

in 1952. Both of these degrees were and electrical, mechanical and met- informative booklet, Paths of Op- 
in Ceramic Engineering. While at allurgical engineering.” portunity, upon request. Simply 
college, he served as a Research As- Today, more than ever before, the write to United States 

sistant on a commercial research young man graduating from college Steel Corporation, Per- 

refractories problem. will find every opportunity for rapid sonnel Division, Room 

In June, 1952, Mr. Bachman was growth opened to him at U. S. Steel 1662, 525 William Penn 

employed in the Refractories Divi- —whether in research or in hundreds Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. 

sion of the Applied Research Labora- 

tory as Assistant Technologist. Dur- 

ing his four years of employment, he U i i T é D $ TAT E S S T E — L 

has received two promotions. Today, 

he is the Supervising Technologist, SEE THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR. It’s a full-hour TV program presented every 
other week by United States Steel. Consult your local newspaper for time and station. 

AMERICAN BRIDGE. AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE and CYCLONE FENCE, .COLUMBIA-GENEVA STEEL. .CONSOLIDATED WESTERN STEEL. GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING. .NATIONAL TUBE 
OIL WELL SUPPLY. . TENNESSEE COAL & IRON. UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS. .UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY, . Divisions of UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION, PITTSBURGH 

UNITED STATES STEEL HOMES, INC. UNION SUPPLY COMPANY - UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY - UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY
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downtown traffic a eo < CALE IDI Wii ai y Witiems a* Se hd Jen ee Gg est oe CLA ie 

Akron, Ohio—One of the biggest esq 7 S5""_ a =e ln rn re 2 Ms A 
problems facing city planners today el = 4.) i | ae mn oe i ms a7 = Fea a 
is the ever-increasing traffic conges- Le. Se ee y= = 
tion in downtown U.S.A. Inadequate SA. Ke “ es ———— 6 
transit systems, narrow streets and = ef vf te 
lack of city parking facilities have % Lae < Zz ~ “in fo A Vf fs £ 
created a continual headache for Big i" yas 2) | ee hore af Luk 
transit authorities. sf jah. 92 V Io wh (f La / 
Cure for this giant transit headache Ej = : oe ——_ wy \y 4 
has long been known—a system that ry Er Fi wT * ae; eum 
would eliminate the irritating wait- = a LE ‘a 4 Eda PA nA sn Digan, O 
ing and crowd build-up, yet not be —_ sa , a -_ | y ddige » é x 
subject to street congestion. In other 2 — oe hil?) 
words, continuous transportation. - ne — ‘= ra 2. 
But the unique mechanical problems ee ee, Ne 
inherent in such a system have long i fe 
had transit experts stumped. 

Then Goodyear engineers came up rollers. The doors automatically open no-waiting transit system — either 
with a whole new approach. Work- and passengers step easily from underground or overhead. And this 
ing with the Stephens-Adamson the slow-moving cars onto a slow- unique new system can be installed, 
Mfg. Co., they applied the same con- moving belt. operated and maintained at a frac- 
tinuous-flow principle proved so They are then carried effortlessly to tion of the cost of present transport 

successful by Goodyear “rubber rail- the station exit at half-normal methods. 
roads” in hauling millions of tons walking speed. The cars proceed to The “CARVEYOR” is a prime 
of rock, coal and ore. Together they the boarding platform where the example of how Goodyear engineers 
designed the “CARVEYOR”— a pas- process is reversed. Leaving the combine imagination with technical 
senger belt transportation system, station, the cars are accelerated skills and, through creative ‘‘imagi- 
consisting of conveyor belts, small smoothly and carried swiftly to the neering,” turn significant ideas into 
passenger-carrying cars and rubber next station. practical realities, from rubber 

rollers. With this most modern passenger floors to super-tough tires for jets. 

Cars entering a station are deceler- carrier, a continuous stream of cars Wouldn’t you be proud to be a mem- 
ated from the main line conveyor by can transport thousands of passen- ber of this up-to-the-minute engi- 
an ingenious system of rubber-tired gers per hour with a continuous neering team? 

ge \ There’s a world of opportunity at Le fe \ 
Send for your copy of © «G08 \ 
this booklet. It describes, © \ 
in detail, your career oppor- PA eeoN 
tunities at Goodyear. Write: WHREGh — -\ 

j AA is Technical Personnel, Dept. 4h, \ 
806-W, The Goodyear Tire & ) we 

Rubber Company, Akron 16, — Seif THE GREATEST NAME IN RUBBER 
10. 
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To help you plan your future! 
ee 

Send for your copy of our new booklet describing exceptional opportunities for future advancement. 
careers in the petroleum industry—and especially, Mail the coupon below for the new booklet de- 
careers in the rapidly expanding petrochemical field. scribing opportunities with Phillips. 
Let us help you evaluate your opportunities in this 
“industry of the future.” PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY 

. Phillips is engaged in exploration, production, Bartlesville, Oklahoma 

manufacturing and distribution of petroleum and its [Ty 
hundreds of products. Asa leader in petrochemicals, el 

Phillips has major interests in plastics, synthetic seececccccececeeeerrs | ay °s 
rubber, carbon black, chemical fertilizers, rocket © D.R. MecKeithan L Be : 

fuels and special chemicals. The company is also $ Technical Employment Consultant | ¢ : 

active in the field of atomic energy and Operates one * Phillips Petroleum Company fai) : ad. e 

of the government’s major reactor installations. $ Bartlesville, Oklahoma — : 
Choose a career in the field that interests you most. e ° 
Phillips policy of promotion from within offers ¢ Please send me your new booklet, “Career with a Future.” © 

e ° 
° ° 
© NAME... cc ee ccesceceecseeeteceeceetseseeeecseceetereess @ 

., ° ° 
sic ° e 

wii S | @ NUMBER and STREET.......ssssceeeceeceeceeeseeceeecesssns @ 
° ° 

\ 4 : 
{ ) eV e ee ce cece eeee eee ee ee STATE. ccceceeeseeee og 

‘\ So © * 
yee eoocereececececececcecececececeeceeeceeeeoecee 
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5 z «ye , man HYG Check Republic Aviation’s Answers 

LG <>, Will the REPUBLIC has been pioneering new concepts in aircraft design A / 4 company for over 25 years. Our present production plane is the most i a |. I choose advanced fighter-bomber in the U.S. Air Force—the incredible | a L boost my F-105 Thunderchief. Our Guided Missiles Division is investigat- 4 ee (7) professional ing the upper atmosphere and advanced satellite problems; ON my £7 =iproyessiona and have created the first portable, inexpensive rocket, Terrapin. <hs » 4 reputation? 
> Oso" « 

yf ‘a Our engineers are working ten years ahead...which means that | f i Are the every project you're assigned to is at a research or develop- — eo | assignments mental level. And you get a crack at responsible assignments ‘4 Se ] ,_ interesting? from the start...modern facilities to test out your ideas... with \ [ A, , . engineering aides to do the routine work. 
<x ~ , 
ES, 

te 

fy ‘> Well —for one — there's Alexander Kartveli, Vice President, Re- L : | \ Are there search & Development, who sparked the Thundercraft series. 8 ood men There's Dr. Theodore Theodorsen, for another — among whose 1 9 > accomplishments is the theory of wing-flutter— who heads our . | _/ onthe team? Scientific Research Group...and there are hundreds of other <X > hs i engineers and scientists of major stature. > é 
eA i ee 

sy > Boe te You'll live on Long Island with its fabulous beaches and parks / _ «location —less than an hour from New York City’s cultural and enter- LC suit a tainment facilities... giving a man the best combination for a _ fatal i. modern well-rounded life...and enough money to enjoy it — coupled with ~ \ i (7 way of life? a benefit program that’s a model for the industry. 

A . ‘> Only you can answer that... and your talent is the key. But 7 __ , CanI make everything that is possible for a company to do—for you to _ ... SS a name for achieve your maximum potential — REPUBLIC does... including _ e Ff : myself? attendance and presentation of papers at professional meetings . 4 é and advanced studies at prominent universities and colleges. 

To find out all about our brand new and unique training 
Program see the Republic man when he visits your campus. 
Make an appointment now with your placement director. 

or you may address your inquiries to: 

Mr. George R. Hickman 
Engineering Employment Manager 
Farmingdale, Long Island, New York 

JANUARY, 1957 3



| ; EDITORIAL STAFF 

L\ | Kt OO Editor-in-Chief 

Rd — PN ee Ron SCHROEDER, m’57 

s ao \_another| example of exciting work-at los alamos....1 x 

! ae 7 J v7 7 ; ‘ Associate Editor-in-Chief 

We aire : (emment a cons se Joun Bo.incer, m’57 

hi ae eo : sf i Uf f ii ys Ls i“ | ‘i f'. Assistant Editor 

et ae ' a gs ye oO ff y yA bay ( g VA & | | Ad in ( Jr ScHILLine, &'58 

NO x 

whl | 7 A eee | Article Editor 

Ph ee Ae : | Ken WiuraMs, m’58 

oreel Dene Ll 4 ee | x 

1a ae | Copy Editor 

he sc ' oe : a Larry Barr, m’57 

: - ee Staff 

as Dick PeTrerson, m’57 

— : > Tep WirzeL, e’57 

scsemmammesileienelle LA pee “sg <> Dave Rex, m’57 

fe. : ig se SOA Russ JAcosson, e’58 

_} " ee es & / Curron Ayers, che’58 

| : “ Ee if : ~~ OY a Sam Buack, m’59 

: C ll . \ 1 Ray CaLpweLi, m’57 

Ly i | gt 4 pee Pere RetcHELSDORFER, m’57 

ae A AE a li) s vA Pete DeWrrr, che 60 

| ONS’ 7 Swexoi, bl 
NN Ado BUSINESS STAFF 

- 8  — Business Manager 

aaa \ ; aoe — Rosert Watter, met’57 

- Advertising Manager 

Omega West, newest of the research reactors at AEERED ~~ mist 

Omega site in Los Alamos, is one of several reactors we 

in operation or under development at the Laboratory. Advertising 

The OWR is designed for high flux at low cost, Dick Sruarr, m'58 
flexible operation, and has extremely versatile port Joun Hen, met’57 

facilities. This installation is an important addition * 

to the impressive array of research facilities available Circulation 

to Los Alamos scientists. ALLAN CLAUER, met’58 

The Laboratory is interested in receiving employment Frank ApAMS, met’57 

applications from engineers and scientists of superior At PayLEITNER, met’57 

qualifications. Direct your inquiry to: x 

Department of Scientific Personnel BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Division 571 W. K. Newz, Chairman 

G. R. Sex, Faculty Advisor 

Cuarces C. WaTSON, 

l ; Chemical Engineering 

0 S o 1? 1a, a 0 S Bruce Davinson, 

\ / A sas Civil Engineering 

scientific laboratory Jae Gees, 
OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA Electrical Engineering 

ee LOS ALAMOS, NEW MEXICO Homann 1 TREE 
| Mechanical Drawing 

| | Davip J. Mack, 

| Mining & Metallurgy 
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FOUNDED 1896 

Jeatures 

ROCKETS AWAY WE EEA maur o eonie anes none 4 pense eunie «son 6 aot eowllnld BOM WBE GW Y ER GAM dala seme . JEROME "Webster 13 
ELECTRICAL CALCULATORS AND THEIR APPLICATION .......................... John Quigley 18 
HOT POLY Pe ttt ete eceetteeeteeeaes George Jaeger %4 

PUTTING SALT ON BACTERIAL TAILS 2.000... 000.0000 ccc cc cove eee c cece ce cec ee. .... Clinton Ayers 38 

Departments 

RAMBLING WITH THE EDITOR eect eect ete cesses eeeviss. Editor 7 
CAMPUS NEWS ee eee eet tect nett teeter eeeversereseses, Dave Rex 36 
SCIENCE HIGHLIGHTS 20.00.0000... 0 00 occ ccc ccc cece ccee cece. seveeses. Ted Witzel 30 
ASS Oc Pete Reichelsdorfer 42 
FINAGLE FACTORS WHS PRY BBG dave o comer tun momen 9 ecinst evnch poate w aioe wat HHI Y ROH § TSN HEN ESOS deo ecece a ce o oom s DO 
SNEED'S REVIEW 000.0000. 0 coco cece bebe bc bc cb be bb beep eed Ray Caldwell 60 
SO YOU THINK YOURE SMART Fe ee tect t ete eee esse ee. Sneedly 74 

Frontispiece 

Here's one of two nine-foot gas recirculating fan wheels for use in the first commercial supercritical steam 
generator at the American Gas & Electric Service plant, Philo, Ohio. 

C. over 
These rolls of Irrathene® irradiated polyethylene tape represent the first commercial product of General 

Electric's research in electron irradiation—the science of bombarding materials with high-velocity electrons to 
produce chemical changes. 

SSS 

MEMBER OF 

ENGINEERING COLLEGE MAGAZINES ASSOCIATED 

Chairman: Publishers’ Representative: 

R. W. Bout LirrLe-Murray-Barnui.y, INc. 
205 Metallurgy Laboratory 369 Lexington Ave. 
University of Ilinois New York 17, New York 
Urbana, Illinois 

Any article herein may be reprinted provided due credit is given, except where republication rights are 
expressly reserved by the author. 

QoQ 

Entered as second class matter September 26, 1910, at the Post Office at Madison, Wisconsin, under the Act of March 3, 1879. 
Acceptance for mailing at a special rate of postage provided for in Section 1103, Act of Oct. 3, 1917, authorized Oct. 21, 1918. 

Published monthly from October to May inclusive by the Wisconsin Engineering Journal Association, 331 
Mechanical Engineering Building, Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Subscription Price 

$1.25 PER YEAR : SINGLE COPY 25¢ 
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Are We Fooling Ourselves? 

Many cartoons have been drawn and many jokes have been 

written about the high starting salaries for engineers. Sure the start- 
ing salaries are high. Graduate engineers are drawing on the whole 
much more than they are worth, but industry is making an invest- 

ment in the future. What happens to these salaries after graduation? 

According to an article in U. S. News & World Report, the 

average engineer's starting salary will be 12% higher than the average 

salesman’s in 1957 at $433. By 1967 the same salesman will be mak- 

ing twice as much money and 12% more than today’s graduating 

engineer who will be earning $740. Even the average accountant’s 

salary will be higher than the engineer’s in ten vears time. One fallacy 

in this comparison is that many of the highest paid salesmen will 

have switched from engineering to sales. 

The fact remains that engineers are not making more money in 

the long run and should belittle their friends on the hill salary-wise 

because eventually they may have the upper hand. Whether this 

equality is good or bad is not for us to say but before we start 

bragging let us evaluate our true position. 

R. F.S. 

JANUARY, 1957 7



Maite, BERKELEY 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA RADIATION LABORATORY ee LIVERMORE 

|___ The cyclotron 

h | d d The synchrotron 

Can you help a F) the proton 
| linear accelerator 

to these achievements? <j. te sevaren 
: Electromagnetic 
|| separation of 
| | vuranium-235 

These accomplishments in pure and applied science are ____ Discovery of plutonium 

widely known. To this impressive list, scientists and | | and many other 
. ; a: ‘ : _____ transuranium elements 

engineers at the Laboratory’s Livermore site are making equally |__ 
important contributions in the fields of nuclear weapons design, ___ Discovery of 

| k 1si ll d t 1 _ URANIUM - 233 
nuclear rocket propulsion, controlled thermonuclear energy a TRITIUM 

(Project Sherwood) and high current accelerators. CARBON-14 
‘ x IRON-59 

What you can do to help add to these accomplishments is - IODINE-131 

limited only by yourself—your ability and your interest. - |. 
> : : F : . ys . | Discovery of 

For the University of California Radiation Laboratory is |___ the antiproton 
managed and directed by outstanding scientists and engineers. | ___ and antineutron 

These men are your “team-mates”... offering pioneering ____ Artificial production 

knowledge of the nuclear field and the newest, most | | of mesons 
expansive laboratory facilities. Here—where new ideas 

and techniques are traditional—initiative is constantly . . 
{ 1 devel d findings in the open literature. 

encouraged. and. Gevelopedt, And for your family—there’s pleas- 
ant living to be had in Northern Cali- 
fornia’s sunny, smog-free Livermore 
Valley, near excellent shopping centers, 

F YOU are &@ MECHANICAL Or ELEC- photography (including work in the schools and the many cultural attrac- 
I TRONICS ENGINEER, you may be in- new field of shock hydrodynamics), tions of the San Francisco Bay Area. 

volved in a project in any one of reaction history, critical assembly, 

many interesting fields, as a basic nuclear physics, high current linear You can help develop 
member of the task force assigned each accelerator research, and the controlled tomorrow—at UCRL today 
research problem. Your major contribu- release of thermonuclear energy. Send for complete information on the 

tion will be to design and test the nec- In addition, you will be encouraged facilities, work, personnel plans and 
essary equipment, which calls for skill to explore fundamental problems of benefits and the good living your family 

at improvising and the requisite imagi- your own choosing and to publish your can enjoy. @UCRL 
nativeness to solve a broad scope of con- sa 
sistently unfamiliar and novel problems. rz 8 Sues Soe ae ee — aE ee eee 

Gili rma 45-3-4 
If you are a CHEMIST OF CHEMICAL iE M DIRECTOR OF PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL 

ENGINEER, you will work on investiga- 1OR@2A) UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA RADIATION LABORATORY 
tions in radiochemistry, physical and . saat! LIVERMORE, CALIFORNIA 

her etey sey ant analytical i Please send me complete information describing UCRL facilities, 
Cc hemistry. he chemica: engineer 1s I projects and opportunities. 

particularly concerned with the prob- 1 
lems of nuclear rocket propulsion, Le WRAG SCR UR BS a 

weapons and reactors. | My degree(s) are 

If you are a PHYSICIST Or MATHEMA- | N 
TICIAN you may be involved in such ' Ti 
fields of theoretical and experimental 1 Address. 
physics as weapons design, nuclear ' . 
rockets, nuclear emulsions, scientific 8 ty ________________Zone____State —________ 
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How keen is your 

a This young Sperry engineer is developing a 

Fe : _. component in a new control system to be 

: rr used on intercontinental multi-jet bombers. 

3 : oo Can your imagination tell you what it is? 

ee he Whether your guess is right or wrong, 

As | em there’s no question that at» Sperry “imagi- 
Cy So neering” is the order of the day, every day. 
se ee It takes imagination of a high order, after 

= — | ie all, to lead in such headlined fields as: 

a 16 a | _ seis Guided missiles + Automatic flight controls 
L. ol . at Advanced radars . Inertial navigation 
te ij _-~—hD ‘ 4s. Aircraft engine controls + Fire control systems 

é 7 , : Ye J When you take the title of “Sperry Engi- 

_ 4 i. oe a neer” you also take the line of work that 

a . VE wae “ _. appeals most to your special interests. The 

| oe @. v7 i. : | choice is almost endless at Sperry because 

Ce 7 q t fe oe a we're busy on projects that span the engi- 

7 ee > oe C—O es You'll work shoulder-to-shoulder with 

| a; 4 — FF. ee men rated tops in their fields. Just as impor- 

a a “ =. ~<\ oY tant to your career as this inspiring daily con- 

|— | . \\ a . tact is the chance Sperry gives you to study 
— PZ a 2 boy for advanced degrees — and pays your full 
| | | 7 bie , 4 4 tuition! Each Sperry plant—whether in Cali- 

_— 4 i a fornia, Florida, New York, Utah, or Virginia 
ee / . dd \ ¥ a —is conveniently located close to leading 
a | , i Soe 2 ee engineering colleges. 

SC AS re |“ Be es Ore 2 bila Ne, Your Placement Office can tell you when 
. 4 - 2 oe 4 [ Sperry representatives will call at your school 

rt i a fo es be sure to talk . : cata, mares 
. \ - — oes OPG =F ars ; ie sure lo f lk to them. If you prefer, write 

AO | =. Scie SI yo 5 for more facts to J. W. Dwyer, Sperry Gyro- 
SS —r—“—O—O—O—SOSCN ar 7 eee. ~ . “> : _& .\ : ae 3 we fn, re a i scope Company, Section IBS. 
ve | |. ea, ae or ae 
eon A Sse <a a a ee ANSWER: 

eve Sg be Sangean’ aes i Noe = This Sperry engineer is testing transistor-magnetic 

hosted ey ee ss Ro ere oN amplifier servomechanism used in computer of 

' aN ye CS wie 3 game? ae advanced turbine control system. A oe” c _ <= ae . Ss é 

oe . : ( Ct ee 

 . & os ee ok 

pett Ve)  ee ee s a 
ee a ee GYROSCOPE COMPANY 

|e 2 vo eae Cl Great Neck, New York 
& ie a. . sie x : a A “i at RS 

age % eS 
’ as : DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION 

ry x — BROOKLYN * CLEVELAND * NEW ORLEANS + LOS ANGELES 

é SEATTLE * SAN FRANCISCO + IN CANADA: SPERRY GYROSCOPE 

COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED, MONTREAL, QUEBEC 
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ENGINEERS... 

LOOK TEN YEARS AHEAD: 
ee ; ; ee age te 

ey a " ote eo x rx a Moet a : oF Sy Sad : r | y 
| ee Be oN A eee re ree ee 

en ne . ee Ned ce. arene . 7S | 
ra re fan ae rans 1. ollie. ed a, 

pe ae is OEY * ea Wer aagss abe a, ee ni eee Sex 
ee aoe) "RS ee C—O 

co ce inc owl nn Be real 

ee ere” md 2 ae [ae 
Oxy sg filles cove MA 9 oo stte = ie 
ore) wei Ng ase: ae i : 

> : pone ee Poe 

‘ oe . — 

LAT GG 

na A Douglas engineer lives here 

3 _ Will your income and location 

) Pig! allow you to live in a home 

As gee slike this...spend your 

= ay > leisure time like this? 

~~ They can...if you start your 
ae. career now at Douglas! 

Oa OO 
Take that ten year ahead look. There’s the men who have engineered the finest 

a fine career opportunity in the engi- aircraft and missiles on the American 

neering field you like best waiting for scene today. And you'll have every 

you at Douglas. prospect that ten years from now you'll 

And what about the Douglas Aircraft be where you want to be career-wise, 

Company? It’s the biggest, most suc- money-wise and location-wise. 

cessful, most stable unit in one of the Brochurescnd employment’applicationsare 

fastest growing industries in the world. available at your college placement office 

It has giant military contracts involv. 5. guther information about opportunities 
imgysome of the most exciting projects with Douglas at Santa Monica, El Segundo and ‘ 
ever conceived...yet its commercial — [ong Beach, California and Tulsa, Oklahoma, 

business is greater than that of any write today to: 

other aviation company. DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY, ING, 
The Douglas Company’s size and C. C. LaVene, 3000 Ocean Park Blyd. 

variety mean that you'll be in the Santa Monica, California 

work you like best —side by side with . a r 

DOUGLAS ie gee... wet 
& — First in Aviation 
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roots down! 
Once you have shed the cocoon of college Whatever it is you want for yourself 

curricula, where and how you will live and family, New Jersey has it. 
becomes as important as where and how 
you will work. At some time during the college year, 

representatives of the Company will visit 
To those of you thinking about opera- your campus. Make it your business to 

tion job hunt, Public Service Electric and talk with them. They have an interesting 

Gas Company has a story to tell. opportunity story to tell. 

The Company — one of the country’s In the meantime, use the coupon for 
greatest utilities — serves a compact area literature on “You, a Job, and New 
of New Jersey, with New York and the Jersey”. 

Hudson on the north and Philadelphia 
and the Delaware on the south. ® ° ° 

This bit of territory offers much to the 
young men when, as, and if considering es 
home and family—where they should live Com Sorvice Hlectiderand’ Cant >) 
and how. It is in the heart of the world’s be menue’ Plecte ane Gee vores | 
largest concentration of purchasing 1 Room 2152A, 80 Park Place, Newark. 1, N.J. I 
power; it has the widest diversification of { Please send me literature on New Jersey | 
interests — economic and social — of any | and job opportunities with Publie Service. | 
area of its size in the country. ' Name. \ 

Replete with Americana, this service ' BARES sscssassssseisccisaconisnisasascaecosenes | 

area of ours has cultural, educational, and | esansessssseesissetnssunseeiesusennsennesinessunsemneessesriness 

recreational advantages second to no U) sGotioaé ! other, A large portion of the ‘world’s Bb snscasnsrsasccncensaccaceasicat ) 

research activities are conducted here. a ee ee ee 

PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC AND GAS COMPANY, NEWARK 1, N. J. 
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The critical moment during any rocket launching, which occurs immediately after the takeoff. During this period, the vehicle 
gradually increases the ratio of its thrust over its weight. 
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In this article the author discusses one of the main problems 

that faces rocket engineers, that of developing a satisfactory rocket 

propellant. He begins by reviewing the principles of rocketry and 

then passes on to various power sources that are being considered 

for both the rockets of today and those in the projected future 

by Jerome B. Webster che’58 

During recent years, interest in rocketry has greatly its power, or thrust, from a chemical reaction, usually 
increased due to speculation in the development of oxidation, which produces a large amount of gas at a 
earth satellites, rocket missiles and space travel itself. high temperature. In the case of a bi-propellant, the 
While the latter seems far in the future, many advances fuel and oxidizer are injected into a combustion cham- 
have been made in related rocket fields. With the new _ ber which is fitted with an escape nozzle through which 
larger, long distance rockets that are being developed _ the hot gaseous products escape after combustion. 

(of which the German V-2 was the first practical one) These combustion products build up a large pressure 

many new problems arise. gradient between the inside of the chamber and the 
Not the least of these problems is the search for a outer nozzle end. The jet velocity resulting from this 

satisfactory rocket propellant. A rocket fuel differs from pressure gradient is used to calcaulate the thrust of a 

an ordinary fuel in that because a rocket is designed rocket. However, while the thrust of the engine is a 

to travel through the vacuum of outer space, it must function of the jet velocity, the rocket power is not 
carry its own oxidant. Other fuels are oxidized by the derived from this jet as in a conventional jet engine. 

oxygen from the air through which they travel. It can The power source of a rocket is the hot, high pres- 

be seen, then, that the rocket must lift only the fuel it sure gases inside the combination chamber. These 

uses, but also the oxidant for the fuel. gases, on combustion, have a tremendous amount of 
In the use of liquid fuels the oxidant and fuel may be _ thermal energy. (The amount of energy varies directly 

present in two ways. They may be combined in a as the temperature of the gases.) This energy imparts 

monopropellant and carried in a single tank or the great speed to the molecules of the gas. The highly 
fuel and oxidant may be carried separately as a bi- energized molecules then bombard the walls of the 
propellant. At present, the bi-propellant type is the chamber and are reflected elastically. 
most common. This process of the conversion of thermal energy to 

The rocket engine, much like other engines, derives mechanical energy gives the rocket engine its thrust. 
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Army Ordnance’s two-stage Bumper rocket zooms skyward Here a crew of technicians are shown preparing a V-2 test 
from the long-range Proving Ground at Cocoa, Florida, on the vehicle for firing. 
first leg of its flight. 

fuel and oxidizer after injection and prior to combus- 

tion. This proves to be the case. 

It has been shown, however, that only about 10% of this An analysis of the gases in the combination chamber 
thermal cnergy is converted to usable mechanical of an operating rocket motor has shown that cool, 

energy. unmixed fuel and oxidant, and small droplets of the 
It is necessary then, that a fuel have chemical prop-  unevaporated propellant were found near the injection 

ertics that insure the formation of a large amount of end of the chamber while near the nozzle end the 
gas on combustion. It is desirable also to select a products of combustion were near their theoretical 

propellant that will form products at a high tempera- flame temperature. It follows that if the combustion 

ture so that the thermal kinetic energy they possess will chamber could be reduced to contain only the hot 
be at a maximum. gases, there would be a greater jet velocity per required 

Since the How rate of the jet is a function of the Chamber size, therefore increasing the efficiency of the 

temperature of the combustion products (varying engine. 
directly ), it is apparent that a high jet velocity would To partially overcome this obstacle, the fuel and 
mean a high temperature of the combustion products oxidizer have been vaporized prior to injection. This 

and, in turn, high thermal energy of the gases. There- reduces the time in the chamber required for the bi- 

fore, it would be desirable to have the greatest rate of — propellant to release its energy, making a smaller cham- 

flow in the jet per smallest required combustion cham- ber possible. From this fact it can be seen that a 

ber. (The size of the combustion chamber must not be — propellant with low viscosity would be desirable in 

neglected because its size affects the overall weight the — order to promote ease of vaporization. 

fuel must lift). With the limitation of flame temperature partially 
Experiments have shown that the chamber size per overcome by preinjection vaporization, it might be as- 

unit mass How rate of the jet varies little, less than 25%, sumed that the selection of a fuel with the highest 
regardless of the fuel combinations used. This is unex- theoretical flame temperature would be justified. How- 
pected because laboratory combustion of different ever, another limitation now becomes apparent. It has 
chemical compounds has shown great variations in the been found that the primary combustion products dis- 

heats of combustion. The reason, then, for this small  sociate at high temperatures into unstable or less ener- 

variation of chamber size must be due, not to chemical — getic forms. (This temperature in a carbon, hydrogen, 

but to physical properties common to all the propel- nitrogen, oxygen system is near 2500 degrees Kelvin.) 
lants used, that is, the evaporation and mixing of the This is an undesirable characteristic because the 
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CHAMBER = cE PUMPS [PACKAGE 
-_ QO i K Camron 
SCHEMATIC OF TYPICAL ROCKET FUEL-COMBUSTION SYSTEM 

energy absorbed in these dissociations in unavailable choice of an oxidizer because the oxidant charge is 

for the conversion to the mechanical energy which usually greater than the fuel charge. 

provides the thrust of the rocket engine. The freezing point should also be considered in the 
Because this problem arises as a result of the prop- selection of a propellant. Although it is conceivable 

erties of the products rather than the reactants, the — that the fuel and oxidant could be kept from freezing 
solution cannot be found in the selection of a different by heating of some kind, it is more desirable to lower 
combination of propellants from the same system. For the freezing temperature by the use of an additive 
instance, in the carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen which will not alter the propellants’ favorable charac- 
system the products of combustion would be the same, _ teristics to a great extent. Such an additive should have 

causing the same dissociations no matter which com- a low molecular weight, a high content of available 
bination is selected. oxygen, high density, high boiling point, low corrosivity 

A partial solution which helps only slightly is the and a low content of combustible atoms. 
selection of reactants with negative heats of reaction. In addition to previously stated properties the 
This would increase the amount of heat released on oxidant must, of course, have a high content of avail- 

combustion. However, a large increase in the heat able oxygen. Liquid oxygen, which at present is the 

released gives only a slight increase in actual flame most common oxidizer, certainly satisfies this require- 

temperature (again due to product dissociation). ment. However, the density of liquid oxygen is not as 

Throughout the foregoing discussion it must be high as desired. This fact, among others, has given rise 

remembered that, while it is very desirable to have the — to the use of other oxidizers. 
actual fame temperature at a maximum, it is absolutely Another important requirement of the oxidant is that 

necessary that the engine itself is able to contain this _ it be easily handled and stored without decomposing or 
high heat. That is, the structural strength of the engine loosing its strength. Here again liquid oxygen is defi- 
must not be unduly sacrificed. Another factor thatshould cient. The use of oxides of nitrogen has become impor- 

be considered with respect to the structure of the tant because the bond of oxygen to nitrogen, while 
engine is the corrosive property of the fuel selected. loose enough to furnish sufficient available oxygen, is 
Naturally, highly corrosive propellants are undesirable. stable enough for satisfactory storage and handling at 

Although chemical properties are important it should normal temperatures. 
now be apparent that physical properties play a large Spontaneous fuels, that is, fuels which ignite on con- 
and perhaps more important part in the selection of a — tact with the oxidant, have been found for all practical 

propellant. oxidizers. This is indeed a highly desirable character- 
The most efficient combination of fuel and oxidant _ istic for a fuel. The advantages are that the combustion 

is one which will produce the greatest amount of gas chamber can be smaller and lighter, and the injection 
volume per unit mass of propellant. High density then, simpler. The disadvantage of these fuels is that their 
is of extreme importance. A high density propellant high cost makes them impractical to use as the only 
would occupy less space per unit mass, and therefore _ fuel in a rocket. 
require a smaller tank for storage in the rocket. This, The properties of these hypergolic fuels, as they are 
in turn, would reduce the overall weight that the fuel called, can still be utilizer, however. The ignition of a 

must lift. High density is especially important in the (Continued on page 68) 
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| - ss a ae a WHY Ductile Cast Iron is different: 
.g > ah. a i , rs lr 7. In conventional cast iron (left) the 

ve \ a | a .. graphite is in flake form, making for 

(Ra ££ Fg : ; . + ft brittleness. In Ductile Cast Iron (right) 

m7 Oa? ss ( A a | it’s formed into tiny spheres — this 
me a | r i ro os makes for toughness, plus greater 

© A. i i strength. (Magnified 100 times.) 

\ j é = 
| =. 

CAST IRON . =—sarm—_—m—WsWsKhWX—wi_i 
~- fe 

Repetitive flash photography makes it plain how ordinary (flake graphite) cast —r—“O—™OOCr__s_séseés 

iron, when stressed, will break off short without bending. - i iié@&;=;=~7«7«7~=S 

HOW Ductile Cast Iron can be twisted 

= and bent without breaking is shown 

above. 

that Inco-developed Ductile Cast Iron 
has exceptional ductility—can be bent like mild steel Lo geen. oe 

AVA \ 

f ——  __ - e L 3 oes. _ 

os yg | Te 

\ ly a chy = ~ ) TODAY, Ductile Cast Iron is a material 
~ eo. | _ La _ 7 of many varied uses. Everything from 

i ro s-  .. 2. . pinking shears to plowshares—washing 

: -. - i CL machine gears to jet plane parts! And 

La a se Pa industry is rapidly expanding its uses 

2 "es 2 SU of this economical cast material. 

iY Ss . An Inco development, Ductile Cast 
‘f — - Tron is anew material that combines 

i «, 5 the best features of cast iron and 

a steel. 

e Like cast iron, Ductile Iron has 

good fluidity. It’s easy to cast. It 

machines well. 
DUCTILE CAST IRON Like steel, Ductile Iron is strong 

(the picture at left proves it). Its 

ductility is outstanding. 

. With Ductile Iron, industry is cut- 
Under the watchful eye of the strobe camera, Ductile Cast Iron bends and bends. ting costs on materials, production, 

No break! maintenance. Write for ‘‘Ductile 
Iron, the Cast Iron that Can Be 
Bent.” This booklet will be helpful 

am to you in your engineering courses 
fn . . and also later on, when you face 

ANCO, Int @ r n at | 0 n a | N l Cc ke | problems as a practicing engineer. 
. 2 The International Nickel Company, 

Producers of Inco Nickel, Nickel Alloys, Copper, Cobalt, Iron Ore, Inc., Dept. 128e, New York 5, N. Y. 
Tellurium, Selenium and Platinum, Palladium and Other Precious Metals ©1956, TEN. Co., Ine. 
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B-52 jack screw—a typical Boeing design challenge 

On Boeing B-52 bombers, the hori- | MARC IM-99 pilotless interceptor, and In addition to design engineering, 

zontal tail surface has more area than the _ aircraft of the future. there are openings on other Boeing teams 

wing of a standard twin-engine airliner. Because of Boeing’s steady expansion, research and production. Engincers 

Yet it can be moved in flight, up or down, there is continuing need for additional like the life in the “just-right” size com- 
to trim the aircraft. engineers. There are more than twice as ™unities of Seattle and Wichita. They 

The device that performs this function many engineers with the company now =‘ ™4Y Pursue advanced studies with com- I p y eng pany . seends (a taitigh aad cawtieios 
is a jack screw, which, though it weighs as at the peak of World War II. Because Pay assistance in tuition and! participate 

only 255 pounds, can exert a force of Boeing is an “engineers’ company,” and 19 @ most liberal retirement plan. There 

approximately 225 tons! promotes from within, these men find oy bea wie tet you at Bocing-Scattle 
2 + + . i Sata - a or boeing- Wichita. Many kinds of engineering skills went unusual opportunities for advancement. 8 

into designing and developing a jack Design engineers at Boeing work with For further Boeing career information consult your 
screw so precise that it automatically com- other topnotch engineers in close-knit Placement Office or write to either: 
pensates for stretch and compression roject teams. They obtain broad experi- F a ; puess! Project tf ye 1 eXP JOHN C. SANDERS, Staff Engineer-Personnel 
under Joad. Civil, electrical, mechanical ence with outstanding men in many ; i 

y : : Boeing Airplane Co., Seattle 24, Washington 
and aeronautical engineers, and mathe- fields, and have full scope for creative 
maticians and physicists - all find chal- expression, professional growth and indi- F. B, WALLACE... . Staff Engineer-Personnel 
lenging work on Boeing design projects vidual recognition. And they find satis-  goging Airplane Co., Wichita, Kansas 
for the B-52 global jet bomber, and for —_ faction in the high engineering integrity 
the 707 jet tanker-transport, the BO- that is a Boeing byword. BOLING 

Aviation leadership since 1916 
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON WICHITA, KANSAS 
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ELECTRICAL CALCULATORS 

Computers—those machines that “think” 

aren’t really Magic; here’s an introduction 

by John Quigley che’57 

This article is written to explore the field of elec- its output current, while the digital calculator could 
trical calculators and their applicability to engineer- have thirty parallel circuits giving thirty significant 
ing problems. Before moving into the problem require- figures. 
ments for the use of calculators, let’s look at basic cal- The components essential to all electrical calculators 
culator construction and design. are the following: a control unit, an input unit, a stor- 

Basically, there are two types of calculators. The age unit, a computer unit, and lastly, an output device. 
most used is the analog calculator and the most ac- The functions of each of these will be described here. 
curate is the digital. The general workings of both are First, the control unit, once activated, sets up and 
similar, the difference being that the single analog regulates the sequence of all operations for the other 
works with measurable physical quantities directly, units of the calculator, From the controller emanate 
such as current while the digital works with any num- the signals which cause the registers to charge or dis- 
ber of parallel analog type circuits. charge, the ratio disks to rotate, and the circuit breakers 

For this reason the analog calculator gives answers to open or close. 
only as accurate as the milliammeter used to measure Instructions can be fed into the controller unit to 

repeat any operation any number of times. Similarly, 
through the controller the brain can be made to exer- 

NPUT @ ©) OUTAUT cise a certain amount of discretion. Limits may be fed 
mr ar in such that the machine will repeat a sequence of op- 

erations and automatically choose new values for the 
| | variables each time. This operation could continue un- 
| ' til a desired answer is obtained. 

At all times, the controller audits the operation of 
”~ all components to assure their proper functioning. 

© @® Should any phase malfunction, the controller will cause 
all operations to cease and will designate to the oper- CONTROL STORAGE COMPUTER : : Dr ator where the failure is, 

Second, the input unit translates the data fed in on 
toa punch cards and magnetic or pneumatic tapes into 

electrical and mechanical signals which the computer 

18 
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The IBM 705 Electronic Data Processing Machine combines the ability to calculate at unbelievably high speeds with a vast 
electronic storage bin or “memory” on magnetic tape and drum units; it can make “logical” decisions based upon predetermined or 
calculated conditions. 

can manipulate. If, for instance, punch cards are used, Last, the output unit translates the computer's cur- 

a conventional method of translating is for a pneumatic — rents and torques into interpretable symbols. Examples 

card reading device to actuate circuit breakers. The of the forms of output are as follows: panels of lights, 

electrical signals produced are then relayed into the magnetic or pneumatic tapes, punch cards, electric type- 

storage and computer units for manipulation. writers, measureable electric currents, and digital dials. 

Third, the storage unit retains on magnetic tapes. . . . . . 
° 8 ° 8 Bess With this as an introduction to calculators, it is nec- 

banks of charged vacuum tubes, electro-magnets called . . . 
% at es ., essary now to examine the form in which a problem 

registers, and/or punch cards all signals fed into it tae 
5 x 4 a must be expressed to facilitate the use of a calculator. 

from the input unit until the computer can utilize them. ¢. . : 
eon . : : Since all systems are analogous, the simplest will be 

Similarly, during sequence of operation changes in the . ran . : . 
¢ : ee acca : . considered here. This system consists of a binary num- 

computer unit, the storage unit will retain partial an- baring svsteni , : 

swers which must be re-fed into the computer at a later 8 System. 

time. In a binary numbering system there are only two 

Fourth, the computer unit is where all actual mani- numbers, zero and one, The following table will best 

pulations of quantities take place. It is in the computer _ illustrate the manner in which a binary system can 

unit that the summations of currents and mechanical express the conventional digit system. 

torques are performed in proper sequence to produce 9 __ 
- : . bina 0 ] 10 Il 100. 101 110 000. 

answers. The means by which these operations take 278% 007 10 Ut 1000 

place require to explain them circuit diagrams which decimal O 1 2 3 4 5 6 T 8 

are beyond the scope of this article. Suffice it to say 
that all operations involve the orderly transmittance of After the data and instructions have been translated 

mechanical torques through calibrated disks and the _ into the binary system, the numerals could be punched 

orderly flow of currents through rectifier guarded cir- into a paper tape, a hole representing the number one 

cuits. No Magic! and a blank space representing a zero, The input unit 
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could convert this information into energized circuits angles produces no net change, and, similarly, the sec- 
and open circuits. ond table gives “two equals negative two”, meaning 

The problem presented here is to select suitable that rotation through two right angles in either direc- 

analogous values. If, for example, it is required to solve tion produces the same net result. 
a problem dealing with angles, certain angles would From this example, the importance of representing 

have to be associated with certain numbers as follows: known quantities in terms of symbols which the com- 
a ar Ce ipulate. :; ej rtance of choosing 

0: Turn through 0°, or no right angles. puter can manipulate, and the importance of choosing 
1: ‘Turn through 90°, or one right angle. the symbols in such a manner that the answers pro- 

10: Turn through 180°, or two right angles. duced by the calculator can be interpreted and used 
11: Turn through 270°, or three right angles. is illustrated. 

FE his tl leul 1 With properly chosen symbols, the operations a cal- 
a : yo . : ral a ‘ doe iti rom this t re calculator could then handle addition culator can perform are: 

and subtraction to produce an answer as follows: a i 7 ‘ 
1. Retain information supplied to it. 

addition c==a-+-b Subtraction C—=—A 2, Apply instructions when needed. 

3. Add, subtract, multiply, divide, and round off. 

__» i wu * co 4. Look up numbers in its memory. 
a | 0) 0 5. Look at results and make choice, provided for criteria 
0 } 1 10 U1 ll 1 and alternatives on which the choice is to be made are 

I 1 10) 11 0 10, 10 given it. 

10 10 1b 0 1 I 111 6. Do long chains of operations in sequence. 

1 11 0 1 10 | 7. Write out an answer. 

8. Check the answer. 

F . . “ 9. Know when one problem is finished and tum to another 
When the first table gives “one plus three equals 10; Work usavtended, 

zero”, it means that the rotation through four right (Continued on page 66) 
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This Tape-to-card Converter of the Remington Rand Univac System converts information on Magnetic Tape to 

Punched Cards at the rate of 75-120 cards a minute—automatically. 
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CHALLENGING (owe 
OPPORTUNITIES QS Yo” 

vy 
IN ¢ Avionics ¢ Inertial Systems 

¢ Computers ¢ Missile Guidance 
¢ Jet Engine Fuel Controls 

WITH (% THE ELECTRONICS DIVISION OF 

ALL GRADUATE ENGINEERS are offered permanent job 

opportunities. We extend a cordial invitation to every deserving Engineer and Designer 

to write us their wants. We may be able to supply the square hole for the square peg! 

YOUR FUTURE depends on your making the right connection with the right firm as 

quickly as possible. 

The men hired will enjoy working with some of the top men in the field and with the 

finest test, research and development facilities. GM’s long-standing policy of decentral- 

ization creates individual opportunity and recognition. 

kK‘ Why not send us full facts about your education, work background, ete. 

@o~0 We will do all we can to treat your application with the fullest confidence. 

oy 
OX eo AC SPARK PLUG THE ELECTRONICS DIVISION 

4 
CTT S GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION 

C> MILWAUKEE 2, WIS. j FLINT 2, MICH. 
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Systems 
Career: @& 

| . 

Veber | 
kee Fo eh 

ERD - Lo 

“s ei Ae - 

“t0 Stays 
ap Some extra advantages for 

te el Field Engineers include: 

mae 
Training at full salary for 3 

months before assignment. 

Generous moving and _ travel 

. j li allowance between present loca~ 
«an exciting and rewardin: < i 

: REA 7 . 8 tion and Southern California 
reer awaits the E.E. or Physics ‘ 

a sgt (Culver City). 
graduate who joins this highly 

respected Engineering team. Additional compensation _ plus 

complete travel and moving on 

assignments away from Culver 

City. 

As a Field Engincer at Hughes, through —_cess._of the Field Service and Support eal livi —— 

training and assignment you will become Division are the Technical Manuals Ideal living conditions in the un- 

familiar with the entire systems involved, Engineer, Training School Engineers, surpassed climate of Southern 

including the most advanced electronic Technical Liaison Engineers, and Field California. 

computers. With this knowledge you Modification Engineers. 

will be ideally situated to broaden your This Hughes activity is a highly trained Reimbursement for after-hours 

experience and learning for future appli- organization of expert engineers, giving courses at UCLA, USC, or other 

cation in cither the military or commer- support to the armed services and air- local universities, 

cial field. frame manufacturers using the company’s 

The national respect which Hughes equipment. Locations are in Southern Employee group and health in- 

commands in the field of advanced elec- California, continental U.S., overseas. ; id by c . 

tronics is in no small part due to the We invite you to join this team. For surance paic by-compally, retire- 

technical support provided by the Field further information write us at the ment plan, sick leave, and paid 

Engineers. Other contributors to the suc- address below. vacations. 

TEES FT 
1 1 
{ 1 | HUGHES | 
Lien eee see eces | 

Scientific Staff Relations 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES 
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY 

Culver City, California 
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‘Van’ Wolford wants to know: [At Fe asa. — Ul 
a S| Pe ‘ e : oo es 

er » Smeal | 

How often i) oe 
: as ee ° og a Yi 4 
ae Doe Net E 

does Du Pont ee % 
Yr eo ee 

ee Se transfer ae i a 
oe: Ne 

technical men? ee i NS 

mE ars Fred V. Wolford receives his B.S. in Chemical Engineering from 
_ the University of Texas in January 1957. “Van” is a member of the 

FF oe Southwestern Rocket Society, Canterbury Club, and local Vice- 
| _ a President of A. I. Ch. E. Like all students, he’s interested in finding 

. | _ _ out about the best opnvortunities offered in his profession. 

 <— - 
gg 

. Ed Berg answers: 

Edward H. Berg received his B.S. Ch. E. from Cornell in 1944 likely to be more transfers in production and sales, 
and served as an Engineering Officer on destroyer duty until 2 
1946. Since coming with Du Pont, he has worked at New Jersey fewer in research. . 

plants as a Field Supervisor in Du Pont’s Engineering Service But one thing is certain. Du Pont transfers are al- 
Division. Ed was recently transferred to Du Pont’s Design . mm se 
Division to further round out his professional development. ways purposeful. The majority are a natural result 

of Du Pont’s continued growth and expansion. And 

they invariably represent opportunity for further pro- 

fessional development. 

Wes just completed a study on that subject, Van, 
so I ean speak with some authority. Additional employment information is given in 
. sp 1 yi “Chemical Engineers at Du Pont.” This booklet 

Using technical graduates who came with Du Pont describes in detail the work and responsibilities 
in 1949 as a base, we found these men averaged 1.7 of chemical engineers who work at Du Pont. 

transfers of location in 7 years. We frequently shift Write for Hee free copy to the Du Pont fee 

men from one assignment to another at the same loca- pany, 2507C Nemours Bldg., Wilmington 98, Del. 

tion, to broaden them professionally. But it’s interest- 

ing to note that 88% of those surveyed had not GU POND 

changed their location of employment at all. —— 

Changes of work location depend a little on the BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING... THROUGH CHEMISTRY 
type of work a man enters. For instance, there are Watch “Du Pont Theater” on Television 
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Irradiated polyethylene shows properties that 

are not like the unirradiated polyethylene. The 

cheapest source of radiation is the waste 

products of the government atomic plants 

by George Jaeger che’57 

Irradiated polyethylene shows properties that are good resistance to abrasion. The list of irradiated polye- 

not like the unirradiated polyethylene. The cheapest thylene was made during World War II. England was 
source of radiation is the waste products from the gov- cut off from her supply of insulating materials and was 
ernment atomic plants. Irradiation chemistry is being forced to develop polyethylene for use in radar sets as 

studied in many fields to find an outlet for these waste insulation. Polyethylene has excellent dielectric proper- 

products. Two processes are being studied for the ir- ties and is resistant to chemical attack. However, its 

radiation of polyethylene. First, studies are being con- — use is limited by the abrupt melting point of about 115 
ducted on irradiating the polyethylene products. Sec- degrees. Polyethylene has been developed as containers 

ond, irradiation of ethylene to form the polymer is because of its unreactivity, and lack of taste and odor. 
being studied. It is also used for tubing, gaskets, beading, sheets, con- 

Polyethylene promises to become even more useful — tainers, and toys. 

in the form of the irradiated polyethylene. This form Irradiated polyethylene is the product of radiation 
of polyethylene will not melt at as low a temperature chemistry. This form of chemistry is still in the experi- 
as the unirradiated polyethylene. It is also more elastic, mental stage and has yet to be proven in industry. 

more resistant to elongation, more unreactive to chem- Many products that are manufactured today can be 

icals and has better dielectric properties. In general made by radiation chemistry. Some of these processes 

the properties of irradiated polyethylene are similar to show advantages over the present method. For the most 
those of a polymer of ethylene of a higher molecular part the radiation processes are still too expensive to 

weight. Bottles of irradiated polyethylene are not solu- merit industrial usage. The cost of a radiation plant is 

ble in most reagents, have an elasticity to withstand calculated to be slightly more than a comparable heavy 

dropping and will permit sterilization at high tempera- industrial plant and less than a comparable small ma- 

tures. Irradiated polyethylene insulation has very good chine plant. Before cost there should be the considera- 
dielectric properties, resists chemical attack and has _ tion of the radiation source. The cheapest source would 
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Irradiated polyethylene tape is hand-wrapped on bus bar for This machine “wraps” 600 complete laps of insulating tape 
metal-clad switchgear. The tape forms a tight, uniform insula- per minute on a generator coil. Irradiated polyethylene tape is 

tion, free of voids or bunching, while the number of wraps per wrapped around bends and knuckles of the three-turn coil, then 
voltage level is reduced about 50 per cent. heat-bonded to provide a tight seal against moisture, dust, and 

dirt. 

be government waste products, but these are not in- for the invention of industrial uses of the government's 

tense enough for many reactions, This presents the excess waste products. Research is being carried out in 

problem of condensing the waste products. various fields: polymerization, oxidation, reduction, de- 
Radiation chemistry is here to stay. The United States composition and synthesis. There is also some work 

Government is faced with the problem of disposing of being done in the field of food sterilization and packag- 
radioactive waste products from its war plants. The ing. The approximate mean of the waste products is 

cost of destroying one million curies of this waste is the isotope Cobalt.’° 
$12,500. The stockpiling of waste products has lead to Research in irradiated polyethylene is being carried 
the granting of research contracts. These contracts are out in two fields. The first is the irradiation of the 

Whirling at high speed, taping head of planetary cabler wraps irradiated polyethylene tape around Telecable (R) 

at Whitney Blake Company. Worker checks taping tension for cable containing 404 single telephone wire. 

—All Photos Courtesy General Electric Co. 
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polyethylene product. The second field of investigation , {dA wee 

is the irradiation of the ethylene gas to produce the ~~ : i | ae eo Ps p= 

John W. Ryan of the General Electric Company at a - ' _ — i : = a og 

Schenectedy, New York, E. J. Lawton and his associates jug 2 Host , —. 72 

of the same company and Malcolm Dole with his col- | ed rey a > a ha 

leagues at Northwestern University have made some 1 ot ~ — — 

studies in the irradiation of polyethylene products. Ex- : : - a ; 

truded or calendered polyethylene might be passed , | € 

thru a reaction chamber and irradiated to the cross- ‘e oe bee ie 

linked polymer. 1, y ‘ “es J 

J. W. Ryan irradiated polyethylene in sealed alum- Sab a i ‘te wil 

inum containers for six months with 10 to the 11th = 7 Vz a 
power photons per square centemeter per second. The ae a al | d 

physical properties of this irradiated polymer were im- a’ = ig. yi | : 

proved and the chemical properties were changed in 4 . Pd 4. 2 : 

that the product was even more unreactive than before © = . 7 eg ao a 

irradiation. The effect of the irradiation is the cross- "~ ‘iba *' — 

bonding of the ethylene polymer chains. This cross: = Viti 

bonding gives the product its new properties. Higher .... a Me 4 Mas Wh a a : 

melting point and better elastic qualities are a result. ; " ac “ Pe Gee re 

Experiments of this type have shown that a few sec- -_ 4 _ PS | 

onds’ exposure to radiation will cross link the polymer a  s os Se 

to the extent that it’s softening point exceeds 121 de- FARR Po | fo | 

grees Centagrade. It can be seen that irradiated polye- ™* i 

thylene can be used in tubing and containers for phar- This ribbon-like irradiated polyethylene tape is used to wrap 

maceutical purposes because it can be steralized and oe tere ee ees. ee ee a ee 

is resistant to chemical reaction. forms a stable chemical-resistant insulation between core and 

cylinder. 

ei ' 4 , a 7 i Irradiation of ethylene is being studied by Randalph 

¢ e ' Z iw 4H. Bretton at Yale University, A. Charlesby at the 
a a ol | « Atomic Energy Research Establishment, Harwell, Eng- 

ya Si . se % | 1 ° land, and E. J. Lewis and his associates at the Univer- 

2  — 2%, sity of Michigan. Irradiation of a gaseous material, such 
B . — x as ethylene, could be carried out as a continuous proc- 

.@, a ess. The gas is pumped into the reactor and the liquid 

‘ ~ iN" ‘ gi: polymer is withdrawn. Developments along lines like 

oe fe fj ec 4 these are part of the problem that these men are look- 

ae ay A — is ae 4 ing into, 
a i ¢ oo = R. H. Bretton is carrying out his research with a re- 

7. % » . actor using Co’. This Co" has a half life of 5.2 years. 

\ a” 4 The gamma-radiation source was fabricated at Brook- 
aes ee = vo. fe haven National Laboratory. It consists of a Cobalt 

» fing Pm e x tube, which is about 13 inches long and has an internal 

F ( ZT PF diameter of about 2 inches. The Cobalt tube is per- 

wa | y et ™~“ MG, §«manently encased in a lead pig, which is enclosed in 
ty i er oe, stainless steel shell. An access hole is provided in the 

‘ / J <G@ Yl aa top of the pig through which samples may be inserted. 
 # ' f 2 1 > The pig itself is mounted on a concrete base and addi- 

i 4 ‘ y . oo os tional shielding is provided by a concrete wall 5 feet 

Lf j Ss yo high and 8 inches thick which encloses the pig and base. 

m  F r «CY For reactions that are to be carried out at nearly 

/; cee. . a 2 . 4 a zi atmospheric pressure and room temperature, a pyrex 

ENDS. any ‘ Au glass batch reactor is used to introduce the sample into 

Technician assembles cores for sintered-plate batteries, nickel. the radiation chamber. The glass reactor is connected 

cadmium type, used in photographic equipment, complicated tg 2 manometer with a capillary tube. The reactor can 
electrical systems, and for triggering missiles. The cores are ‘ 

wrapped with irradiated polyethylene tape, inserted in cylinders, be evacuated and charged thru this tube. The mano- 

filled with electrolyte, and sealed. (Continued on page 64) 
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ENGINEERING... America’s Great Resource 

as In a world where understanding 

is the only hope, it is needful that we pay tribute to the engineer. 

To the man. Not his muscle of machines and minerals, 

not the might of the atom or industry. But more his knowledge, 

his compassion, his humility . . . more his mind and attitude 

that are our building stone for progress in peace. 

THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, MIDLAND, MICHIGAN <> 
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A new Cra 1s beginning. —<- 

“As I review the progress in aeronautics within so short a span, and marvel : ; - 

at the complex aircraft of today, I call it an achievement little short of miraculous. : 

“Today, electronically-guided planes take off and land without human touch. _ 2 

Lethal sky missiles seek and destroy invisible targets with uncanny precision. And still other 

fantastic achievements in both man-controlled and pilotless flight are now in the offing. oe 

“When men go to the moon and planets, electronically-controlled skycraft will take them a | 

there. Aviation maps will be studded with stars as well as with cities: New developments a 
in aeronautics will go on and on. Success opportunities and careers will continue to develop oe 
for ambitious young men in this exciting field where a new era is beginning’’* if. 

8 LEE De FOREST. os 

Appropriately qualified to speak for aeronautics and : 2 Tee a : | _ Ss) 
other fields in which his own scientific achievements oe : oe 

: _ play an important part, Dr. Lee de Forest gives help- . wie oo eee 

; - ful counsel to young graduates headed for successful, i oe 

' rewarding careers. ee , a 
: His expression, “a new era is beginning? has parti- -_— 2 

cular significance at Northrop, world leader in the rr _ oo 
¢ ‘ : ee te ee r—— — q 2 design, development and production of all-weather = 3 : a 

nab pit ee a eee ttm 
| At Northrop,permianent positions areavailable that = ae 
' offer full play for individualtalentandambition.Here . et a 
' the graduate engineer will find interesting assign- == as a _ oY] 

i ments for which he is best fitted. Surroundings are ss; pa —_— i. a 

attractive, co-workers congenial, opportunities for c- 
advancement unceasing, the compensation good. sSl.,.rmrmrmrcC CUS 
For detailed information regarding specific openings 7 so . ” i a . | 
in your field of specialization, write Manager of Engi- a h . a B | 

neering Industrial Relations, Northrop Aircraft, Inc., : _ — | “| 
1001 East Broadway, Hawthorne, California. ‘4 . | 

- Anorturor gee! L i - a - XT < . a oe 

Pioneers in All Weather and Pilotless Flight fo : _ nae : 

o —  @ 

*A statement by j E 4 
Dr.Leede Forest, | , a 7 
pioneer in radio. 4 7 
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“ad Compony: Dep : ae 

| Seo Rivard Street —— 6069 | 1, Michiga® sg prochure “_ 
Detroit utr of Square D's b &  . v4 vice a COPY » sign a 

1 vd Mie NEERING oe dain O Research, Festi —“— i “yoUR FI marily interest Manufacturins Eng 1 
i {am praneineeting Oo Engineerins | 
\ Developme? soation and Field \ . 

o Sales Applic? 1 

; 4 cas 1 
y NAME Co 1 

: i scHoot iS q 

4 ‘ADDRESS cole Ne ee a 

—————————— i a ae re ail 

——_— IT WILL TAKE 3 MINUTES TO 
a CLIP, FILLIN AND MAIL THIS COUPON... 

oR Sy ee .....:. dr aes , ‘ 5 Seana J 

e 

welt could be the most important 
° d 3 minutes you've ever spent! 

me e No matter what branch of engineering you’re following— PO a. | = 5 ee set : no matter which phase of engineering interests you most 
- , \\ —we want you to know Square D and what we have to 

_ ot ' \\ offer. For we’re looking for all kinds of engineers—Research, 
Bag Design and Development; Manufacturing; Sales Application ie 

ee and Field Engineers. 

The electrical industry is doubling every 10 years. And SQUARE D, as 
an aggressive leader in that industry, offers tremendous oprortuni- 
ties—now and in the exciting years ahead. 

Why not get that coupon on the way to us right now? 
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by Ted Witzel ¢’57 

X-RAY MICROSCOPE has an advantage in that it does not thin enough to permit the gener- 

A powerful new tool for research require mounting the specimen in ated x-rays to pass through. 

into hitherto unexplored fields of | ® Vacuum and other special prepa- The remainder of the instrument 

metals, foods, chemicals and crimi- ration techniques. is a simple shadow projection 

nology. Under development for It has an advantage over the op- microscope. That is, a specimen 

. more than 4 years, the x-ray micro- tical microscope in depth of focus placed near the x-ray source casts 

scope promises to reveal hidden — which permits three-dimensional an enlarged image on a fluorescent 

facts concerning such vital facts as examination of the specimen. No screen, where it can be viewed by 

corrosion in metals, the effect of special sectioning is required to the eye, or on a photographic film 

foreign materials in metals, the prepare the specimen. where the image is recorded. 

pep te of electroplated coatings, Its inherent advantage over both 

ane he peels of rl en processes is that it penetrates to the interior REVOLUTIONARY NEW TYPE OF 
on the xchavior and structure of oF the object and reveals structures PRINTED CIRCUIT PANEL IS 

metals. ; otherwise not visible. sana Fe ee 

sari the x-ray microscope The x-ray microscope may be ; 

lies dn’ the extremely tiny size of used either for direct viewing or A revolutionary new type of 
the focal spot, which is bombarded ¢o, recording the image on film. A printed circuit panel, moulded of 

by electrons and thus caused to polaroid camera may be attached — & variety of resins that are superior 

give off ASEAY Ss This target is only tg produce an immediate record in electrical and physical charac- 

40 millionths of an inch in diame- ow film. teristics, will eliminate the use of 

ter. X-Rays emanating from such ¢ P 2x sive pierci ies ¢ 2 
seal nae j ve i eon i Basically, this is how the x-ray expensive piercing dies and punch 

small s an out in all directions : ; asses « pane ich ‘sells for 
ind me sawnity sbject Microscope works: A narrow beam —_ PFesses- The panel, which sells for 

ar ence magnify. any objec c a i ¥ 2 COS ¢ ‘ are » 

hich they mes Somme ae of electrons emerges from an elec- two-thirds the cost of an average 

; 2V pass r . > X- “ >» ome . skola ane as bee ave > 

a9 snicroceops , ‘eure cenit tron “gun”. This beam is cut down aap panel, C is been developed 
ray sroscope achieves magnifi- : i , Die r dircuits. : 

2 I _ . 8 to desired size by a condenser lens, by Die Form Circuits, Inc. 
cations up to 1,500 times, and at . a : 

: : . and then passes through an ob- The panel is custom made to any 
the same time discloses the inner gs TI . é as . 

: ‘ . jective lens. The tiny beam then design or size. Its design character- 
structure of the object — being : . cops b See 3 
canned ‘ bombards the target made of a istics provide indestructible attach- 

examined, . . . : c 3: 

ta oo. sheet of tungsten which is thick ment of components by automatic 

W hile not as powerful in its enough to stop the electrons but — soldering. Adhesion of circuitry ap- 

magnifying power as the electron 

microscope, the x-ray microscope nee ia ; x i 

4 he ~ a. ._ 62... 
or i oe i : oo t Pe ees 

» fs as | 4 oe Ce ee 

wa aa : Ja | ee - 
ie i oy F % oF | i if 

Pd \, & y as K 4 oa | a a © en 72 
PENS ‘¢ : t te \ ae fn 1 le 4 

cea i | JAR eS ~~. | 
foe fee AE oe pod se. ~ os ee = ‘oe 2 foe 

& i Ear ey : oo > “| eC 
Ae 1s \ A ike ’ Le 

Wa ond ‘ | "gla. ila . ee 
a he as eee NN — — | 

a , a on \ > a Es ~~ ve oo 

1 e | ae lO | 
> > oe at 4 —. | 

A group of engineers inspect the new G.E. Electron Micro- a — Tl 
scope, including 2nd from left, $. E. Summers of the Milwaukee ps Za ad 

X-ray Plant. The new G.E. X-ray Microscope, adapted for direct-viewing. 
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proaches molecular attraction with- The elimination of crimping will z wg Z a 
: . . : \ Pe 

out the use of adhesives. No wet allow manual insertion of parts by Ee) BE, 

flux application is required prior to operators at the assembly machine i ALG EF J 5 
soldering, thereby eliminating the and therefore permit complete as- == oS 
necessity of cleaning after as- sembly in any combination of sha. ye j 

s bee : 7) de oa oy 
sembly. manual and automatic insertion. 0 = LR hy . 

Relatively large hour glass Circuitry configuration and holes . a . 
shaped holes allow automatic in- : . Physical stability of the com- 

: : ; - . are moulded into the panel, thus 7 ; 3 
sertion entirely free of jamming : pletely cured panel prevents  lift- 

. . depressed below the outer surface : oo . 
prevalent in paper laminate caused : ing of circuitry as presently experi- 

an secure from physical damage and 5 ' ; 
by misalignment of holes, due to : oe enced in paper laminates due to 
ae oc . . free from circuit shorts due to com- . Bice 

shrinkage after heating prior to 1 . 1 vapor pressure induced by volatiles 
piercing. The conductors and hole eenelz an Osures resting on the and unpolymerized resins of the 

linings are entirely of copper with — P&M! Surface. laminates. 
electroplated solder applied to the Die Form uses an_ electrical Low moisture absorption and 
entire circuitry to prevent copper grade phenol resin whose minimum homogeneous texture of the surface 

oxidation which also facilitates characteristics of power factor, dia- prevent retention of acid salts, 
soldering. letric constant and water absorp- whereas etching or plating of paper 

Rosin flux is baked onto the tion are far superior to the most ex- laminate risks absorption in plies 

panel, applied to points to be — Pensive grades of paper laminate. of wood fiber exposed on all edges 

soldered, thus eliminating the use This unique method of fabricat- and holes. Material in sheet form 

of wet flux and the additional op- ing a printed circuit provides a only is usable in current printed 

eration of washing off the residue completely cured panel that will circuit panels. However, any resin 

after soldering. The hour glass not soften under the high tempera- that can be transfer moulded may 
shaped copper lined holes of the tures necessary in soldering to as- be used in the panel. 

panel after soldering are com- sure complete alloying to the cir- NEW RCA ELECTRONIC MEMORY 
pletely filled by a solder nugget cuitry. The panel will be approved UNIT CAN HANDLE MILLIONS 
securely imbedding component for continuous operating tempera- OF ITEMS AT SPLIT-SECOND 

terminals. Accordingly, no compo- tures in a finished instrument of SPEEDS 
nent terminals need be crimped 150 degrees Centigrade, 45 degrees A new memory device that will 

either for holding or of affect above Underwriter approval for enable electronic computers to 

soldering. paper laminate. store more than a million bits of in- 

formation in a space little larger 

< easttisl than a shoe box and to recall any 

: ? ee e a or all of the items in a few mil- 

ie | ome \ lionths of a second was announced 

ii ee ieee aA here today at the David Sarnoff 
SS aa f Ms j ‘4 seenrch Center of the Radio Cor J ee ens Sa = C= \ Research Ce nter of the Radio Cor- 

ae Bol ge? eS Ne . at A) poration of America. 

a o @wt we / NG \ x \" a L The new memory, consisting 
. a ie i) : , ‘ nt 2 : 
m of fa? , Sp eye es \ fe \ OW basically of thin, printed plates of 

x 4 W ewe ae Vie pea 6) 0 on A, special magnetic material perfo- 
Wey Poe es fea an : ay a h\ . 
i’ jo } ae as ee Pie . e a ‘ rated with small holes, was de- 

a Lo “Ga Bi fs oo oe a>) b veloped by a research group under 
ates Ommed, 6 , \ one ql a . * 

(ae pms a eo) ° i — Fee the direction of Dr. Jan A. Rajch- . a a wT oc s Ne eee J } 
\ Ce Ae ee . man, who also developed the high- 

‘Wo Cea 0 _~ ~ ww speed magnetic core memory sys- 

4 S oo oS : a tem used in’ many present-day 

4° ee , ‘ computers. 

4 Manufactured by Die Form Circuits. “A key point in the operation of 
So , all electronic computers is the in- 
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formation storage system in which systems, and it will at the same magnetic material, a ceramic-like 

various elements of a computing time provide a compact and eco- substance that can be molded in 

problem are stored electronically nomical type of memory for rela- any desired size or shape, and 
and recalled instantly as they are tively small computing equipment.” _ hardened _by heating. The experi- 
needed,” said Dr. Wolff. “The de- Information is stored in magnetic Mental units produced are less than 

velopment by Dr. Rajchman of the form—Explaining the new device, an inch square and contain 256 

magnetic core system several years Dr. Rajchman pointed out that its holes, permitting the storage of 256 

ago brought substantial gains in operating principles, like those of __ bits of information in each plate. 
speed and efficiency by providing the magnetic core system, are Dr. Rajchman pointed out that 

for the first time a means for stor- based on the fact that computer production of the presently-used 

ing thousands of bits of informa- language consists only of “0” magnetic core memory system in- guag only and y Sy: 

tion and recalling them instantly in “1,” used in various c inations volved a complex assembly opera- > arious combinations E Y OF 
any desired order, combination, or to represent any words. ; tion, since it was necessary to p y words, numbers y 
quantity. or symbols. thread wires in two directions y’ 

“The new apertured plate now “Since any desired information through tiny ferromagnetic cores, 
carries this development several can be formulated in terms of 0 and then to link all of the cores in 
steps further, providing a means and 1, it is possible to employ a a system with two more windings. 

for handling millions rather than storage or memory system in which The row and column windings in 

thosuands of bits of information, each of the memory elements can the core system served to address 

and at the same time offering far be switched electrically to repre- each individual core, while the 

greater compactness and operating sent one or the other of these two other windings provided the means 

simplicity than could be achieved values,” Dr. Rajchman explained. for storing and reading out infor- 

with the earlier system. Moreover, “The new aperture plate memory mation. 

the new device lends itself to ex- stores this information in the form “With the new plate system,” 
tremely simple molding production of magnetic fields. One of the two said Dr. Rajchman, “the plates 

techniques, in contrast to the rela- values is represented by a flow of themselves are insulators and the 

tively complex process of thread- magnetism, or magnetic flux, in one holes can be joined by conductors 
ing thousands of tiny cores onto direction around a hole in the using the highly efficient printed 
a wire matrix to produce the mag- plate, while the other value is rep- circuit technique in place of the 

netic core device. resented by a magnetic flux in the complex storage and readout wind- 

en j ‘ction. ings of the previous core ssytem. 
This development should per- opposite direction. es I ssyte 

mit the design and construction of According to Dr. Rajchman, the The development of these aper- 

larger and more versatile electronic small plates used in the new sys- ture plates has now reached a stage 

computers and data processing tem are made of a special ferro- which opens possibilities of mem- 
ories of very large capacities— 

PU sgl olage porge gem emanpecmes geen millions of bits. Because this ar- 
BE ed eb ce th cre Nae her ed eae i i * ee AC) fe ele. cesta si cifo oo rangement requires much less driv- 
"See Sle wife eile ele ele ele ele ee elf a. 

vi A ge teh ile ole ele_sieele sie ele ele et} a (Continued on page 70) 

Oe tcuile eile] je ofe ole sige Sle eee, 
ase isles ¢ sis Cle ole ele Cie eR, peepee eee net remucenn: oe erumuneripncsocnese 

Pelee an ga settee a er kc ——rrrr——™—~”—r—”—C py 

i IG le elle le ole ele ele ele ele ee (| Of Vn . 
y See Fe ele ele ele ele ele se seep 
eo. AOOODOUGDOO Ono = a 1a Se 
PHS ES Fwelesieslecesicsicce oh == 
fee 2 SOOO cuonodon ee ”,”,r,rlrlClU CURR rt—itisé~—~—™S 

ee eae oe wile ole aie sie ieee eee rr Za’ \ oo 
Cee oes le Se Sle Sie sie sle sie sie a Ae Pe 
ee ae eee Lie at 

| EOE NOR EN ol i ep rere a ere . =e fF ap ~~. GA REO RNG ay ee EC ARNG - ¢€ af 3 _. 
5 te Sac Sk ee errr og 
ee | a "N24 = 
See oe nee ene fe ee r .) ee 

Bey ee fee Pe o ee 

ee! S,rrrrr—s—r—‘“‘CO#OOUO.:;'tstiCdSC MM eo 

a Meee t—iCsC R ee 
a er i Ce et a 
dee oy ES hm,rrrr—“—r—r—”—~*C=RO a 
pee Re re ee _— | | 

aay s.r cS rr—~—<“‘“‘COOOCOCOCOCCOC~iCiCO‘ONONW. oe _ 

a SS . . lr FT 
= es — oe New memory device developed at the David Sarnoff Research 

Apertured plate for the new RCA memory device. Center of the Radio Corporation of America. 
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this early portable compressor made air power history 

ee 
i 7, ey 

a KI \\ a, by. Gas gasoline-powered portable air compressor, in- 

sl aaNet troduced by Ingersoll-Rand in 1902, may look crude 
cs) (Qe an and cumbersome by today’s standards. But at the 
Ua ee pe, YEN time it was a real innovation — one of the first prac- 
SS el : i i Kee re =) tical compressors which could be easily moved about 
GD eed ANS from job to job. 
fe} | 

4) ODA it’s the GYRO-FLO 

... another basic advance in 

compressor design by Ingersoll-Rand 

Tue GYRO-FLO isa rotary ee ea 

sliding-vane portable compressor se : Y) 
with oil injection cooling, first in- - CN iain te: : : 
troduced by Ingersoll-Rand in | reenter . : 
1950. The success of this unit has a peeresareraee aE 
been proven by the ever-growing NX letens) a ee. Gy HN | 
trend to this type of design, and ww c | ! i 
the increasing demand for rotary  _ a oy , 
air power. Ingersoll-Rand now ‘ 6 : Su ae a | 
manufactures the most complete __ cement age 
line of rotary portable compressors = 

available. | _< oy 

If you'd rather help make in- ~ oa sy 
dustrial history than read about it, ‘ ye 
why not investigate the fine job ~ ; | 
opportunities available with a ee ee ee | 
Ingersoll-Rand — recognized leader 

in the machinery field. For further 

information contact your Place- I li-R a 
ment Office or write Ingersoll- ngerso ani 
Rand. 2-468 11 Broadway, New York 4, N. Y. 

COMPRESSORS + BLOWERS - GAS & DIESEL ENGINES - PUMPS + VACUUM EQUIPMENT + AIR & ELECTRIC TOOLS - MINING & CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT 
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oe .  -. oe Building the world’s largest 

St * ™“e — 2 wind tunnel! 

...A PROBLEM IN PROPULSION 

ee \ "Ss £t -— 7 

FE gy" 9» “Sa 
d TS << ae \ ve } — Gi , 

lin ee —— i = >> SA | Lae a“ v wena low i e ms : Si 

ae vibe we 
: eo it | ae wa ae oO 

at i M | | | | | ENGINEERS AT WESTINGHOUSE FACE CREATIVE 

j ay Ha | i\ cb CHALLENGES LIKE THIS EVERY DAY 

fay Ped, tt Pu rae 
r i j I | i | Engineering, mathematics, physics, metallurgy 

mii : Had ' | ) . .. all had a part in solving the propulsion and 
ae | : ' structural problems of the world’s largest wind 
euee i il : tunnel at Tullahoma, Tenn. 

: ql prea Westinghouse offers you work on similar stimu- 
i: iid ' : 
i L rey || HeLa | lating projects. Investigate the wide range of 
hee Wl a ane j | iy career opportunities at Westinghouse, where our 
th Peete pad | | big expansion program means real chance for 
a Haus hi i | : growth and progress for Electrical, Mechanical, 
Hl bhi eet ' pod Chemical and Industrial Engineers, Physicists, 

| : real ty 
a : Ha eel oe | ae i] Mathematicians and Metallurgists. 
in PEE i ; ea Hh AT HET a a i In this one diversified company, you can do 

HI | FTE) Pega ta bois] the kind of work you prefer . . . in the field of 
Hi | i A bol i iF a u | | ll | i i your choice—radar, decision devices, automa- 

Wa Hee bebeed | thet raya tion, electronics, nuclear energy, to mention just i ' | | | eae J 
Vill | HE ( ie | tes | a] a few. There’s plenty of room at Westinghouse 
ll bape | fh i PEELE to move around—and up! 

i | i ial daa i | | ddd i i 4 pl The million-dollar Educational Center offers 
HHT y : | i if | a | : | Eee I oy | a acomplete training program. Master’s and Ph.D. 
"ih we 1 PPE ps ai degrees can be earned at company cost. 

Ag labehong hy PPP ay i 
J) Hee . | ha it eo | Have your Placement Officer make a date for 

x a | Lp et | La you now with the Westinghouse Interviewer, who 
S Pe will be on the campus soon. 

SS eee! A Meanwhile, write for Finding Your Place in 

Ss — ee Industry, and Continued Education at Westing- 
SSS house. 

een ee ees Write: Mr. C. W. Mills, Regional Educational 
ie ee Co-ordinator, Westinghouse Electric Corpora- 

a ees ae ov tion, Merchandise Mart Plaza, Chicago 90, Il. 

a i od ee, 

ca acl al e G-10802: 
Pail Se NE ae Westinghouse 
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=> ee 

Sof | Mies 

Q/ S=Z 
= by Dave Rex m’57 

an educator he was an inspiration Donald Vanden Noven 

1 1 to many of today’s prominent Robert Part we yee 
leaders in the heating, ventilating — t Widmoyer mee 
and air conditioning profession. ‘ 

In recognition of this exemplary Scholarships are awarded ont the 
ww influence the Wisconsin Chapter of basis oft (1) interest in the 

co the Society has established this foundry industry, (2) scholastic 

memorial consisting of a fund for capabilities, (3) desirable char- 

outstanding students of heating, acter and personality traits, and 
G. L. LARSON AWARD WINNER ventilating and air conditioning. (4) the need for financial assist- 

oo . ance. 
University of Wisconsin student On October 21 the Council of 

Ronald L. Kausch recently received the Society voted final approval 

from the Wisconsin Chapter, Amer- and recognition of the Wisconsin ENGINEERING INSTITUTES 

ican Society of Heating and Air Chapter’s Gustus L. Larson Award Students Are Invited to Attend 

Conditioning Engineers the _ first Committee making it, by this ac- These Institute Meetings 
G. L. Larson Award established in tion, an official Society committee. Objectives—The Engineering In- 

en ES ne oe 3 Junior and senior undergraduates stitute program at the University 
EMOON Se FeeIple he . i aM are eligible for this award. To date of Wisconsin is an adult educa- 
1S ale semlor im mechanical engi a total of nearly’ $3,000.00 has been tion activity planned for persons 

neering. received by the committee from currently employed in industry. 

Professor Larson was president firms and 3 interested individuals. Concentrated courses of up-to-the- 
of the Society in 1936. He also was The committee plans to expand the minute engineering information are 
chairman of the Mechanical Engi- fund by bringing the award to the offered to technical personnel to 
necring Department, University of attant; oa anies « help them keep abreast of their " ] elt : attention of other companies and r P 
Wisconsin. As a Society officer and interested Sndividuals. fields. Industrial Plant Mainte- 

Semine on th swamittes: & nance, Drafting Organization, Ma- 
Ser > com ee are . : Ea : 

. Cranleitl. Wacken idinmems Panl D terials Handling, Tool Engineer- 

a | Gayman co-chalnmarn Burnett M. ing Heat ‘Treating, Inepeckor - - oe sent ee ee ., Methods, and Plastic Processing are : os Kluge, secretary; Bert Frederick- but a few of the timely subjects 
' _ sen, E. Ww. Goldsmith, Frank J. offered. 

x Ft Mea Nunilist, Jr., and Irvin J. Rossiter. 
z - & 7 Sponsors—The Institutes are 

» FEF SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS sponsored by the College of Engi- 

on] - neering and the University Exten- 
> B Foundry Educational Founda- i oe : 5 ve af Gon (FER) has announced the fol. sion Division, with the cooperation 

™ £ lowing scholarship winners: of industry, professional and tech- 
Rica O° . o nical societies, and trade associa- 

Lewis . =f. Met, 1957 tions. The programs are given on 
at Re a es. . nr y, Met... ae * . C . . we La Ae in W Bolin SOEs 192) the University of Wisconsin cam- 

— f ce Thowas J, Bosworth pus in Madison and last from two 
ae Ff Richard E. Duchow, E.E., 1958 to three days, 
eo RS a, icha d BET Aet.E 9: 
be ge Te . ee tgp? Who teaches them—Becaus® cf 
ee I Se Robert I. Kernland, Met.E., 1958 the immediate practical aspects of 

Ronald L. Kausch. Ronald R. Schild the programs, most of the speakers 
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are chosen from industrial organ-  7f§ é Mee ee up at Columbia University in 1954 
3 z ace :  f ee. 
izations. Specialists from research 3 — as a center for advanced educa- 
laboratories, consulting firms, and ce i a, tion and research in flight struc- 
the faculty of the University of | _ tures, a field which has not main- 
Wisconsin and other educational =o — a tained pace with the rapid ad- 
institutions are selected when the [ i ll vances being made in power plant 
subject matter is appropriate. — Rie = ME development for transsonic and su- 

. ons ote un ee fl ee srsonic aircraft. 2c of the 
How information is given—Ma- at ey ae Dersonie aircraft. All three Ob “the . . si a. = = ~~ establishments were designed to terial is presented by informal  @ Ff es ce 

; come Es ; i. ee Ss speed graduate training and_re- 
talks, panel discussion, films, slides Po age “ 5 . . 

. : _ matt - search in the peacetime applica- and demonstrations. Many of the fe ; : . . 5 oe | ene tions of jet power and jet-propelled talks are mimeographed and dis- Pee eo ae ft 
: : . . raft. 

tributed to those in attendance. “ 4 fe ar 

. a - Application forms are available 
Who attends—An average of + — f from the Presidents and Deans of 
thirty-three Institutes are given p a all engineering and technical col- 
per year, with an average total at- —Courtesy the Capital Times leges; Presidents, Plant Managers 
tendance of 1400 persons. This Dr. John Bardeen and Personnel Directors of all com- 

total attendance represents approx- panies, laboratories and engineer- 

imately 500 different ial a He developed the transistor, the ing organizations known to be en- 
206 communines plus W ashington, miracle midget electronics tube, — gaged in rocket, jet propulsion or 
D.C, and Canada. A typical con- while he was a physicist for the — flight structures work; command- 
ference Broup includes executives, Bell Telephone company at Mur- ing officers of Armed Forces units 
chief engineers, plant maintenance ray Hill, New Jersey from 1945 to and establishments engaged in 
men, research eNSINets; product 1948. rocket and jet propulsion develop- 
engineers, sales engineers, techni- ment and testing; Secretaries of 

cians, draftsmen, and others. FELLOWSHIPS principal technical societies; and 
For more information—If you from the Daniel and Florence Gug- 

. i The Daniel and Florence Gug- 3 s : 
would like a copy of our current senheim Foundation announced te genheim Foundation, 120 Broad- 
announcements, or if we can give . that 18 to 20 Fellowshi _ fee way, New York City, as well as the 
you any additional information dune stud in the fields re ‘ot jet Propulsion Centers at Prince- 
about the Institute program, write n Jsio) . os ficht Sonches ton University and California In- 
to Engineering Institutes, Univer- POPU sion ane mgm ; stitute of Technology and the In- ae, . _ > will be awarded in 1957 by the a ‘ot ase wean Gk 
sity Extension Division, The Uni- . : stitute of Flight Structures at Co- 

. Saye ae Daniel and Florence Guggenheim lambia Unversity 
versity of Wisconsin, Madison 6. : : umbia University. : . , Jet Propulsion Centers at Prince- 
Wisconsin. ton. University wid (California ‘in. 

‘on University and Californiz JOB OPPORTUNITIES 
stitute of Technology and the In- — ire ® 1 of; 
stitute ‘ UGS § . The Kansas City Regiona ce 

NOBEL PHYSICS PRIZE TO i Flight Structures at Co of the Civil Aeronautics Adminis- ALUM BARDEEN lumbia University. 7 POS ° 

Carrying stipends of $1200 to tration has announced it is recruit- 
A Wisconsin alumnus, Dr. John arying SOE * a ing 200-300 additional air traffic 

. Rogie : $2000 each, plus tuition, these Fel- .. . . 
Bardeen, is one of three Ameri- , F 7 controllers, civil electronic engi- : < ’ lowships will enable promising ? re : cans to receive a 1956 Nobel prize neers, and specialists in connection 2 i young men to pursue advanced . . . te 
in physics for development of the . -k at these institutions. The Fel with the increased air navigation 

transistor. eee eee ee control program approved by Con- 
lowships were originated to attract : 

ardee: : M4 pe ag : o SS. Dr. Bar deen and two colleagues, the most capable young men with gress 
Dr. William Shockley and Dr. degrees in the physical sciences to The positions, which are under 
Walter H. Brattain, received the — work in the field of jet propulsion _ civil service, are located in Michi- 
awards Monday in Stockholm, and flight structures. gan, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, 
Sweden. The Jet Propulsion Centers were Missouri, Minnesota, lowa, Kansas, 

Dr. Bardeen received his B.S. established at Princeton and Cali- Nebraska, North Dakota, and 
and M.S. degrees in electrical en- fornia Institute of Technology in South Dakota. Beginning salaries 

gineering from the university in 1948 by the Daniel and Florence range from $3,670 to $7,035 per 
1928 and 1929. He received his | Guggenheim Foundation to  pro- year. Individuals with experience 
Ph.D. from Princeton in 1936. Dr. vide special facilities for graduate 8 a_ pilot, air traffic controller, 
Bardeen is the son of Charles R. study and research in the fields of | aeronautical communications, elec- 

Bardeen, former dean of the School jet and rocket technology. The In- tronic engineer, or specialist are 
of Medicine here. stitute of Flight Structures was set (Continued on page 46) 
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by Clinton Ayers che’58 

In childhood days, many of us had the idea that For comparison purposes, an open petri dish layout 

if we could only put some salt on a bird’s tail, we was used in some of the rooms of the buildings in 

could catch it. For birds it doesn’t work. For bacteria, which the tests were being made. This method is 

it does! analogous to counting the flies in a room by catching 

This news comes from a firm manufacturing chemical them on a strip of fly-paper! 

air conditioning units. The firm had been getting re- Tests were run in two hotels in Toledo, One had 
ports that its chemical dehumidifiers were reducing Kathabar, the other had conventional refrigeration-air 
bacteria, mold, and pollen counts in conditioned air, Conditioning. The Kathabar unit handled 4150 cfm of 

This was of significance because if it were true, the fresh net and Poor eos nT ar. The SBR 

units could be used in laboratories, plants making wea oti unit “7 ed 2090 Crm OF resi alr, anc " 

products, both moisture and microorganism sensitive, © te ae ae d in the followi f 

and in large public or commercial buildings. The sys- h SCathuhns oe ne in t e ollowing manner for 

tem would do in one step what it takes conventional the: Kathabar device: Hour Stabons: were set up, num- 
setups two ber one where the room air entered for recirculation, 

- . . Pi Pi number two where fresh air was entered, number 
The type of unit used, called “Kathabar’, passes : 

. oe - oo ee three between the Kathabar unit proper and the fan, 
incoming air through a solution of lithium chloride in . : 

eee . . . and number four just downstream from the fan. After 
water. This solution, as it cools, can absorb moisture . * y 

P : : . a series of tests, it was decided to use only the all glass 
from the air. After absorbing moisture, the solution .. ar ke 

. impinger and the electrostatic air sampler. 
can be heated to drive off the excess moisture, cooled, % 5 

. 1 . . : Samples were of units of ten cubic feet, and were 
and recirculated. The entire cycle is automatic and, : 

wntinuc The potency of the solution th incubated at room-temperature or a little above for 
continuous. potency 2 8 apparently : . 

. . poreney esol pparen™'Y 48 to 96 hours, at the end of which time the number 
comes from its bactericidal power. ‘ ; 

- _ of colonies were counted. The results are shown in the 
Tests were made by the Research Foundation of table below: 

the University of Toledo. Three methods of collecting Station 2 Station 3 

were employed. They were: the funnel impinger, the No, of Samples ..............---. 34 34 
Electrostatic Air sampler, and the all glass impinger Average no. of Colonies .......... 525 9.7 

method. In the funnel impinger method, air is drawn A further check was made on recirculated air and 
through a 45 degree funnel onto a surface coated with the mixture of fresh and recirculated air to see how 

nutrient solution. The Electrostatic Air Sampler col- well microorganisms were removed from air returned 
lected air through a funnel, and passed it through a to the room. The results were: 
tube to air se ing ots. 2 8 lass impinger ets ube to ait sampling ducts. The all glass impinger Station 1 Station 2 Station 3 Station 4 

drew air through five banks of sample tubes 6 to 10mm yy, o¢ Samples 21 21 aT 31 
in diameter. The device used a 16.5” of Hg vacuum. Average no. of Colonies 223 220 l 119 
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Open petri dish examinations show visible proof of the effect of Kathabar on the formation 
of bacteria colonies. The Kathabar test is on the right. 

Kathabar removed 98% of the microorganisms from contained in the solution, which is bacteriacidal; third, 

fresh air, and half of the colonies present in room air. the machinery also controls humidity. 

These tests were on total microorganisms. Further By carefully controlling the cooling of the solution 

checks were made for pathogenic (disease-carrying) during its regeneration the amount of moisture it will 

microorganisms. The results were: take up, and therefore the humidity, can be more 

carefully controlled than with conventional units. 
Station 1 Station 4 Station 2 Station 3 

hers si ass Alter media ‘have reported 99% No: of Samples ...... 3 21 21 21 Workers using glass filter media have reporte d 99% 

Average no. of Colonies 22 12 10 1 per 10 removal of microorganisms. If performances of this 

empties order were required, one of these filters could be set 

up behind the Kathabar fans. The filter would be act- 
Kathabar was very effective in removing patho- ing only on a small percentage of the entering bacteria 

genic organisms. so it could be used for longer times before it had to 

. ‘ be changed or cleaned. It would also make the steriliz- 
The tests in the second hotel were made while the, f fan | itical 

1 : ing of the fan less critical. THE EN 
refrigerator was on, and also at intervals of about & THE END 

twenty minutes for an hour and a half after the re- 
- : 3 3200 
frigeration had been turned off, while the fan was ri I | ] 

. ~ : . tod 
running. Swab samples were taken from the coils them- 3000 = 
selves. The results were: an rf} iT Vat Tt 

Fresh Return Air to Air from 2600 + LNT TTT 

Air Ai Coils Coils y AAT TTT 
No. of Samples ........... 22 22 22, 22 i 
Average no. of Colonies .... 809 800 817 885 2200 | 

The refrigerator coils added to the number of orga- . 7000 | t Pi t 

nisms present. & 1200 | |_| LA bt AT. eo : pe TOT AR AL 
The swab samples showed over 10,000 colonies per 2 1600 | j j i 4- oo 

square inch. As the coils warmed up, they released # | | | [/|_| VIN | 

increasing numbers of microorganisms with a peak & | { | A |_| Oe 
. ‘ = { | ! ‘ Nt 

being reached about one hour after the refrigeration wer | 71 t oI Teck. aos | / | cf 
was turned off. 1000 2 ‘ 23 sd: 

L bast] a The Kathabar equipment as presently designed will 800 — —— 
remove about 98% of the organisms present. Its effi- a |_| | | | —_ 

ciency could be increased by adding a second bath | | | I td | 
: “ye C 400 eared aie 

and a more easily sterilized fan. Where 100% removal er ae 

is needed, an air incinerator is needed. 200 Es peta — | i 
| 

Three prime advantages of Kathabar are: first, it is e 3 at UE B36 Bit 7 
i a a contro 

completel: automatic, requiring only a minimum fartig. on | Refrigeration off -__ KINUTES 
q 8 4 lan on | Fan on a 

amount of maintenance; second, it is not necessary to : : 

decontaminate the system because the organisms are The effect of Kathabar shown graphically. 
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* One indication of accomplishment in the com- 

bustion field: the J-57 engine, augmented by 
- afterburner, provided the thrust which made 

: supersonic flight practical for the first time. 

This special periscope gives Pratt & Whitney Aircraft engineer a close-up view of combustion process actually taking place within the after: 
burner of an advanced jet engine on test. What the engineer observes is simultaneously recorded by a high-speed motion picture camera.
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In the Tleid OF LOmMbUStION™ 
—————— 

Historically, the process of combus- bringing together of fuel and air in like the J-57, J-75 and others stands 

tion has excited man’s insatiable proper proportions, the ignition of as a tribute to the vision, imagina- 

hunger for knowledge. Since his the mixture, and the rapid mixing tion and pioneering efforts of those 
most piiminye attempts to make of burned and unburned gases in- at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft en- 

use of this Phenomenon), he: has wolves a most complex series of gaged in combustion work. 

found tremendous fascination in its interrelated events = events ocur- While combustion assignments, 

potentials. Sas fs fd i ring simultaneously in time and themselves, involve a diversity of 
Perhaps AlN time in history has space. . . engineering talent, the field is only 

that fascination been greater than Although the combustion engi- . . : 
a . : one of a broadly diversified engi- 
it is today with respect to the use neer draws on many fields of science . t Pratt & Whit 

of combustion principles in the (including thermodynamics, aero- BECHNE Rigeran abe rel | ALLEY, 

modern aircraft engine. dynamics, fluid mechanics, heat Aircraft. That Program—with other 
At Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, transfer, applied mechanics, metal- far-reaching activities in the fields 

theorems of many sciences are being lurgy and chemistry), the design of of instrumentation, materials prob- 

applied to the design and develop- combustion systems has not yet lems, mechanical design and aero- 
ment of high heat release rate de- been reduced to really scientific dynamics — spells out a gratifying 
‘vices. In spite of the apparent sim- principles. Therefore, the highly future for many of today’s engi- 
plicity of a combustion system, the successful performance of engines neering students. 
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Mounting an afterburner in a special high-altitude test Microflash photo illustrates one continuing Pratt & Whitney Aircraft engineer manipulates probe in 

chamber in P&WA’s Willgoos Turbine Laboratory permits problem: design and development of fuel exit of two-dimensional research diffuser. Diffuser 

study of a variety of combustion problems which injection systems which properly atomize design for advanced power plants is one of many 

may be encountered during later development stages. and distribute under all flight conditions. air flow probiems that exist in combustion work. 

*Watch for campus availability of P& WA color strip film on combustion. 
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World’s foremost designer and builder of aircraft engines 
\ 2 
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J) eS 

us” PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT 
Division of United Aircraft Corporation 

EAST HARTFORD 8, CONNECTICUT
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SOCIETY OF f 

el aaseltT | WISCONSIN STATE EMPLOYMENT Special programs, on radio, TV. 
O ib SERVICE newspapers, civic clubs, technical 

About a year ago the Wisconsin clubs, schools will be held through- 

ENGINEERS State Employment Service an- out the nation during that week. 
i elect Oy Oo J 3 

nounced the organization of a Pro- . Engineers Select Theme for Na- 
fessional Placement Division. As a tional Week. Engineering—Amer- 

exe riaaeris reese member of the engineering profes- ica’s Great Resource” has been 

“ : . ePovactad’ 3 chosen as the theme for the 1957 575 Toepfer Avenue sion, you may be interested in ° . 

Madison 5, Wisconsin their progress report. ane =e ae Ht wis 

Hanoy N. Kinessury, Secretary- Employers and applicants alike ehosen Because O Mig: ancheasmne 
Treaster 5 recognition of the fact that our 

a have given support to the program. real resources are not underground 
Fe a hae, 2 red resources are undergrounc¢ 

PUBLICATION COMMITTEE The volume of activities illustrates 5 8 
. . , : . but rather walking around about 

Harvey L. Gisson, Chairman the extent to which the service is 6 feet al routid iti +h ind 
29 W. Washi ‘ : . : eet above ground in the minds 
a Washington Ave. being used. Since the inauguration and witha tes Bh Suk pease” A 

Cuanies M ‘ean tan, View Chatrma ofthe program, mnany professional current situation is & of 7) JES M,. ERLMAN, ce Chat nm ~ 7s ‘ SUTTe) situatl Ss e use ) 

Madison, Wisconsin workers have been placed in jobs atomic energy: “It is ‘ > : : : a f s not the atom 
H. H. Burr, Madison with salaries of $4000 to $12,000 i By: itis . 
ga ; ; that will revolutionize the power 

C. W. Giesier, Rothchild per year. industry, t 1 . zi kills 

R. L. Huncenronp, Kenosha In addition to engineers, place industry, but the engineering skills 

E. C. Kestinc, Superior # nginecrs, place- that are applied to the harnessing 
E. J, Dotasex, Eau Claire ments were made in the following of atomic processes.” 
E. A. Rircnye, Milwaukee occupations: accountants, lawyers, The Engi ‘ 

‘ 4 a e Engineer. Engineers make 
Herserr Nevson, Neenah mathematicians, physicists, person- oa i nh ers ™ . ‘ 

Ricuanp Jaunke, Waukesha nel managers, chemists, sociol- ie onee ee argest ae 
aoa Benen: o C . . . essions, and engineers are pes 
Kenner, Zen, Da Crosse ogists, economists and psycholo- aiming ever mnie mone oh ) 

. % * comir ver I Te If rtan 2 our 

W.S.P.E. OFFICERS gists. The service has a nation . 8 ay E & 
z . ‘ ‘ pei national survival as we move into 

Antuur G. Brniinc, President wide affiliation. One out of every tl f | 1 
A YEN a. Bie on ‘ C n x % . ne age 0} nuclear power anc 

rig ong anys oni four persons registering with the ediomrtion ‘edie eee 
H+ J» NELSON, Second “Vice Eresident division is successfully placed in “4. | : ay eng o 

A. Owen Ayvnes, Past President smployiient skills are among our most precious 

H. N. Kinespury, Secretary—Treasurer ‘ ane resources. They are the foundation 
oy i, iain, Paar er information a ite ob stonés Of which much of ove 

ffs, ‘Caaae: Dirsetor sas 2 eee EDE W iscon- future prosperity will be built. Ad- 
W. E. Dick, Director So, mB emp has Service, 105 vances in engineering directly in- 

Joun Gamme.., Director South Blair St., Madison 3, Wis. fluences such varied fields as pub- 

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE lic health, agriculture, traffic and 

Haroip Trestor WSPE MEMBERS IN MILITARY industrial safety and medicine. The 

SS ———— SERVICE labor saving devices in our homes 

ENGINEERS! GREED Members of the society who are _ are the fruits of engineering knowl- 
mi, 6 ee eet t Aeaiane drafted into military service may edge. And our home radio and 

now : a becaens a 

the advancement oe © ttevment a have their dues waived each year _ television sets are things which 

human welfare. by requesting such in writing. would have appeared miraculous 

1 BEDEE only a few generations ago. Engi- 

To give the utmost of performance NATIONAL ENGINEERS’ WEEK neers took the basic discoveries in 

to participate in none but honest enon electronics, made in the last cen- 

prise, to Hoe and work. aécording:to thé February 17-23, 1957 tury, and developed them into 

laws of and the highest standards The Week of George Washing- practical means for wireless com- 

of professional conduct. To place serv- ton’s Birthday is being spotlighted munication. The same thing is hap- 
pnene pom profit, the honor and standing over the nation because our first pening right now in the field of 

fags HAG dhe calle adie tser ai United States president was one of nuclear energy, The atom is being 
> e al . > * » for 

other considerations. In humility and America’s first engineers, and cer- put to work to generate power for 

iwith deed for Divine Guidance; T make tainly one of the most distin- our homes and_ industries, one 

this pledge. guished. (Continued on page 44) 
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JAMES W. JOHNSON 
President, Western Chapter 

James W. Johnson, President of the Western Chapter of W. S. P. E. was 
born in Osseo, Wisconsin on August 18, 1900. After his graduation from Eau 
Claire State College in 1932, he taught high school mathematics and science for 
two years. Mr. Johnson then attended the University of Wisconsin in 1925 and 
1926. In 1926 he became employed by the La Crosse district of the Wisconsin 
State Highway Commission where he is now serving as District Five Federal 
Aid Secondary Engineer. He was married to Laura Jane Fox on December 16, 
1923. They have one son and two daughters, all of whom are married. Mr. John- 
son is a member of the First Congregational Church of La Crosse, also the 

F. and A. Masons and the Scottish Rite Bodies. 

Mr. Johnson is a charter member of the Western Chapter of W. S. P. E. 
He served as Director from 1949 to 1951 and Chairman of the Membership 
Committee from 1952 to 1955. 
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W.S.P.E. this chapter (110 members and modern precision-production ma- 

guests) saw slides of India and chines are guided and operated by 

(Continued fram page 42) heard Dr. Gerald Pickett tell of his | data punched or magnetically re- 

more example of America’s engi- trip to that country. Dr. Pickett corded on tape reels and translated 

necring resources in action. had recently returned from Bang- into machine motions by relays 

Objectives of National Engi- alor University where he was a and electronic devices. Mr. Mc- 

neers’ Week. National Engineers’ — 8¥est professor. The slides gave an Ferron also presented a short film, 

Week is an effort to acquaint the insight into life in India as well as “Skin-Milling Machine”, showing 

~ public with facts about the engi- showing some recent engineering how automation precisely controls 

neering profession and the role it works. the formation of machined aircraft 

plays in our national welfare. Present at this meeting were 14 Parts. The speaker was introduced 

A profession cannot fully carry De members attending for the — by Mr. Walter B. Wigton, chief 

out its fundamental obligation of first time. In line with current pol-  engmeer of this division of Gid- 

public service if the public is not ICY of the Chapter each of these dings and Lewis. 

auare-of thé ima Ways an. Which men was presented with an NSPE Presiding jointly over the meet- 

the profession can be of sevice Dit: ing was Marvin Peterson, president 

to it. It is, therefore, one of the The following program was an- of Green Bay Engineers’ Club, and 

duties of a profession to keep the nounced for the next few meetings: John K. Primm, of Manitowoc. 

public informed as to what the January 15, National Represen- president of Fox River Valley 

profession does and how it affects tative Harold C. Trester will speak Chapter, WSPE. Organization sec- 

everyday life, on “The Purpose of Functional retaries are Milton Henderson, 

The struggle for the survival of Groups Within The Framework of GBEC, and James Zimmerman 

the free world is largely a tech- the WSPE”. Mr. Trester is an Engi- (Appleton), FRV-WSPE. 

nological struggle in which the neer with the C. R. Meyer & Sons The GBEC meets monthly in the 

professional engineer plays a vital Co., General Contractors, Oshkosh. Green Bay area. The Fox River 

and indispensable role. Continu- February 21. Engineers Week Valley Chapter’s next meeting will 

ance of our way of life is depend- Meeting. Tom Jordan has been ap- be February 21, 1957, at the 

ent upon maintaining our position pointed Chairman of the Engineers American Legion Club in Oshkosh, 

of technical supremacy, which de- Week Committee. as part of the observance of 

mands the highest quality of tech- March (date not yet set), Joint National Engineers’ Week (Feb. 

nical ability. To maintain Amer- meeting with the Rockford Chap- 17-23). 

ica’s present leadership, it is essen- ter of Illinois SPE, and ASME. To WESTERN CHAPTER 
tial that we attract the most tal- include trip through Beloit Iron 
ented, the most creative minds of | Works and dinner at Beloit Coun- Fall meetings of the Western 
our young men and women to try Club. chapter were well attended and 

engineering and scientific pursuits. Henry J. Hunt was presented excellent programs presented. 

It has been truly said that the — with a pin commemorating his 50 John Kramer, chief chemist at 
finest vouth are attracted to that years of service with the firm of the La Crosse Rubber Mills, out- 

profession to which their country Mead and Hunt, Inc., at the an- lined the history of that plant and 

attaches most prestige. In totali- nual Christmas dinner held Decem- described the proceses involved in 
tarian countries, a few men can ber 9th at the Madison Club. the manufacture of rubber foot- 
decree which profession shall have wear at the October meeting. 

such prestige. Behind the “iron FOX RIVER VALLEY CHAPTER The group was shown a movic 

curtain,” strong incentives — are A joint supper meeting of the on the assembly of rubber foot- 

offered to young men and women Green Bay Engineers’ Club and wear, and Kramer displayed mod- 

to follow engineering and_ scien- the Fox River Valley Chapter of els of insulated sporting boots, ten- 

tific careers. In a free country like the Wisconsin Society of Profes- nis shoes, women’s and men’s 

ours, we must attain the same re- sional Engineers was held on casuals, overshoes and playshoes. 

sult by selling the idea that the Thursday, December 6th, at the At the November meeting, M. 

building up of the prestige of the Hi-Rock Club. Sgt. Fred Schaefer of the Air 

engineering profession is the pa- Principal speaker was Mr. Edgar Corps, stationed at Dubuque 

triotic duty of every member of L. McFerron, P.E., vice-president Iowa, reviewed the work of the 

our profession, This can be done and general manager of G&L and Ground Observer Corps and _ its 

most effectively by a continuous Hypro Division, Giddings and function in national defense. 

program of public information. Lewis Machine Tool Co., Fond du Three radar networks guard the 

Lac. His address was on “Tape — United States against attack from 

SOUTHWEST’ CHAPTER Control and Automation in Ma- _ the north; the Distant Early Warn- 

The largest attendance as yet chine Tools”, in which he illus- ing Line (DEW Line) just under 

recorded for a regular meeting oi trated some of the ways by which (Continued on page 54) 
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WHAT IS YOUR FUTURE IN THE EXECUTIVE LINE-UP ? 

Db YOU HAVE IDEAS? Are you willing to alloys, carbons, chemicals, gases, plastics, and 
take responsibility? Can you convince nuclear energy... for qualified engineers and 

your friends of what you believe? A successful scientists, for business and liberal arts gradu- executive has all these qualities... and more. ates who look to the future with confidence 
Many of the successful executives of the and enthusiasm. 

future are in this year’s graduating class. We If you are that kind of man, sce your place- hope you're one of them, and that you’re ment director about Union Carbide, or write looking for a place where you can put your Mr. Vernon O. Davis, Co-ordinator of College ambitions and talents to work, where you can Recruiting. 
develop qualities of executive leadership, 
where you can train for a position of responsi- 
bility on a management team. | N I O N A R B I D E : Investigate a dy namic: future with Union AND CARBON CORPORATION Carbide. It offers diversified opportunities in 30 EAST 42ND STREET (yg NEW york 17,N. ¥, 

A _U VION CARBIDE’S Divisions include : a AA$$__________ Bakelite Company + Electro Metallurgical Company + Linde Air Products Company + Union Carbide Nuclear Company Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Company + Haynes Stellite Company + National Carbon Company « Silicones Division 

JANUARY, 1957 
45



Engine Ears eral establishment may be inter- The following were elected at 

(Continued from page 37) ated in applying for one of these the last Polygon meeting to serve 

= examinations. The Highway Engi- a term of office: Ken Stall, presi- 

urged to write the Civil Aeronau- neering examination is also open dent; Hymen Jonas, vice-president: 

ties. Administration, Kansas City, to persons who have completed John Nyhus, treasurer; Pete Reich- 

Missouri, for details. their college study and to those elsdorfer, corresponding secretary: 

who have had appropriate techni- Dick Kramer, recording secretary. 

cal experience. 

Applications are being accepted Full information regarding the 

for the positions of Electronic requirements and how to apply 

Scientist, Electronic Engineer, and may be obtained at many post 

Physicist for duty at the U. S. Navy offices throughout the country, or 

Underwater Sound Laboratory, from the U. S. Civil Service Com- 

New London, Connecticut, and the mission, Washington 25, D. C. Ap- 

U. §, Air Force Cambridge Re- plications will be accepted until 

search Center, Bedford, Massachu- further notice but interested stu- INSIDE S.A.E. 

setts, the United States Civil Serv- dents are urged to apply as soon as DONALD BECKER 

ice Commission announces. The possible. 
Engineers—are you enrolled in 

beginning salaries range from 
the Society of Automotive Engi- 

$4,480 to $10,320 a year. 
neers here on campus? If not 

To quality, applicants must have SOCIETIES youve been missing an opportunity 

had appropriate education and/or = to pick up a little more knowledge 

experience. Further information 
in your field that you wont find in 

may be obtained at many post of- OWENS books. Here's your chance to get to- 

fices throughout the country, from 
gether with the men who are in 

the U. S. Civil Service Commis- TT the same courses that you are, to 

sion, Washington 25, D. C., or 
get to know each other a little bet- 

from the establishments where the POLYGON ter, and to talk over engineering 

positions are located. pave BEX ideas, both new and old. You'll find 

Applications will be accepted 
a speaker from industry with an in- 

until further notice and should be James E. Christenson, CiE 4, was teresting talk on the agenda af 

mailed to the Board of U. S. Civil awarded the Outstanding Award, every meeting. Afterwards, there s 

Service. Examiners at either the given by Polygon to the outstand- plenty of time for informal discus- 

U.S. Navy Underwater Sound Lab- ing senior in the College of Engi- sion over refreshments. 

oratory, Fort Trumbull, New Lon- neering. Jim is president of three The first meeting of the year was 

don, Connecticut, or to the U. S. organizations on campus and a opened by president Bob Wilda in 

Air Force Cambridge Research member of Tau Beta Pi; these are the Loft of the Memorial Union at 

Center, L. G, Hanscom Field, Bed- only a few of Jim’s many achieve- 8 o'clock on October 25. It was 

For’ Nlassielitigetes, ments. decided to remove the Lincoln 

, __ ; chassis from the lounge of the Me- 

] — 2 a | chanical Engineering building and 

The United States Civil Service 3 co oe f i replace it with the Fararri you've 

Commission has announced exam- oO Ay s _ | probably all noticed by now. 

inations for Highway Engineer and - 6» 4 = Lo a The guest speaker was Mr. 

Highway Engineer Trainee posi- 2 > ce; James Smith of the Aluminum 

tions, $3,415 and $4,480 a year; - oat P| Company of America who talked 

Student Trainee (Engineering), ge Ay 1 on the future possibilities of alum- 

$3,175 a year; and Student Trainee a a) Lo o i inum in the automobile engine. He 

(Civil Engineering), $3,415 a year. Ne fk brought with him a number of 

The Highway Engineer positions oe oly a samples and a good set of slides. 

are in the Bureau of Public Roads @ ae a - vay Refreshments were served at 9:40 

throughout the United States, and _ & 4 when the meeting was adjourned. 

the Student Trainee positions are wa Le Vd The November meeting was held 

principally with the Bureau of Rec- Ly : — “4 in the Union also. Carl Jaeck and 

lamation in the western States and DS >. ... Will Ebel, the Polygon representa- 

in Alaska. 2 tives, gave a report on the finan- 

Engineering students who would 
cial results of the 1956 Engineer- 

like to combine their college study 
ing Exposition. Included in the re- 

with on-the-job training in a Fed- Jim Christenson. (Continued on page 54) 
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Graduates in engineering, physics, 

applied math., allied sciences: 

You can do much better 

uv ” than a “standard’ career today! 

Careers, like cars, come in various models. And now- = aaa The techniques adays such things as security, adequate compensation, ae J sof Electro-mechan- vacations-with-pay are not “extras” any more—they’re Us _ | i _ ical Engineering just ‘standard equipment’! d A , s ew reach their ulti- rrr As an individual, » “~ ey ~*~ mate efficiency in yo you decide whether 4 bs »_- their application to 
, io -. . you want white wall ix ae a “ missile guidance 
ue a9 m tires or maybe a 3 . -~- wp systems, fire and i sportscar. You oa, ge ee flight control sys- 

ye <- Peat ol should do no less po 9 a J soneme*a tems, computers a ce ee PS in choosing where . Be vs Aa — and recorders. You ‘ a ‘. . Be 3 you want to work. ATOMICS INTERNATIONAL will explore, study, 
eS or v4 At North American, test, develop and produce apparatus that can extend an, fringe benefits are or supersede the human nervous system. 

Second-to-none; —_ ROCKETDYNE DIVISION — Builders of Power for Outer MISSILE DEVELOPMENT but you can get Space. 
much more than that. Such extras as creative work, rr . i advanced technology, latest facilities to implement M you like challenging work, the large liquid-propel- 7 lant rocket engine is your field. This Division operates your work—these all add up to rewards an ordinary the biggest rocket engine workshop in the Free World: job cannot give. You’ll work with men of high profes- the Rectsty a gine workshop i e Shee Words sional standing. Your personal contribution will earn Field Test Labor. 
quick recognition. tory in the Santa } 
It will be worth your while personally, as well as Susana Mountains. ‘ financially, to find out about the extras that go with The engineers and q a “ a position in any of these four pioneering fields. scientists say they Der s 
MISSILE DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING Pe oe! 
The SM-64 Navaho Intercontinental Missile is only one in a week here than e e * of the projects here. You can well imagine the exacting in a year of ‘‘con- standards of the i ventional” practice. work, the quality of Wes [aN _ ROCKETOYNE | the facilities, the SS er oN ATOMICS INTERNATIONAL — Pioneers in the Creative caliber of the men. mS i | ore Sa Use of the Atom. Here you will deal ag Pi SNS At this Division you will see a new industrial era tak- with speeds well AG Zk Ly, ENS ing shape, and play your part in putting the peaceful up into multiple a Fe hi, (2) ~~ atom to work for mankind. Nuclear Reactors of various Mach numbers, ee = Ay kinds, for both power and research applications, are encountering phe- ne = wg designed and delivered to order by Atomics Interna- nomena that were Peres cin sir, tional. With many “firsts” to their credit, these dedi- only being guessed — 1 1) cated men continue to spearhead the progress in this at a few years ago. AUTONETIOS . exacting field. 

For more information write: College Relations Repre- AUTONETICS DIVISION—Automatic Controls Man Has sentative Mr. J. J. Kimbark, Dept. 991-20 Col., North Never Built Before, American Aviation, Inc., Downey, Calif. 

A\ NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC. ANA 
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More graduate engineers 

moving up in the GAS industry 

th tion’s sixth | ... the nation’s sixth largest 

The Gas industry—the sixth largest in the nation There are many opportunities for you in the Gas 

—has a total investment of over $15 billion. Last industry. The industry needs engineers, and does 

year the industry set a new all-time record in not overhire. You won’t be regimented. There’s 

number of customers, volume of gas sold, and always room for advancement. With utility com- 

dollar revenue. In fact, Gas contributed 25% of panies and with manufacturers of Gas equipment, 

the total energy needs of the nation as compared there’s a future for you as an engineer. Call your 

with 11.3% in 1940. The Gas industry is a major nearest Gas Utility. They’ll be glad to talk with 

force in the growth development and economic you about your opportunity in the Gas industry. 

health of this country. American Gas Association. 

Josrru J. DrecusLer Rozert K. Von Der Lone 
B.S. in Mechanical Engineering, 1948, Johns Hopkins University B.E. in Industrial Engineering, 1948, University of Southern California 

ql ~S  . | t_. ff... 
i 7 YF a Cl ee rt— 
| _ i i#32~72=;=72 tem Cee  _ #72 C 

on a Fs iF. OCU ULULmrUCOCW 

: = co | 4. | or _ ‘yl 

wo eo oe VC 72 Um a LC a _-—hrtrr—~™r”r—”———O.. 2.27’ 2 . _-. — — 2 Ff 
-— tt _ - 

| ee | ae pe po i 

Joe Drechsler, after 8 years with Baltimore Gas and In just 6Y2 years with Southern Counties Gas Company of 
Electric Company, is now Assistant Superintendent in a California, Robert K. Von Der Lohe has become Manager 
department with over 450 employees of Commercial and Industrial Sales 

After completing the company’s Student Engineering Training Pro- After two years with a construction engineering firm, Bob Von Der 
gram, Joe spent one year in the Gas and Steam Testing Laboratory. Lohe joined the gas company and began his steady climb to his cur- 
He was then promoted through various levels of engineering and rent position. Starting as an assistant technician in 1950, Bob has 
supervisory assignments, to his present job of Assistant Superin- moved up through the jobs of industrial sales engineer and staff 
tendent on April 1, 1956. This department has over 450 employees representative-industrial sales, to his present post as Manager, 
and is responsible for the installation and servicing of industrial, Commercial and Industrial Sales. Bob does more than “sell”? in- 

commercial and domestic gas appliances on customers’ property, and dustries and commercial operations on the use of gas. He also super- 
the installation and servicing of gas and steam metering and pressure vises a staff which advises restaurant and hotel owners on ways to 

recording equipment. improve their gas operations and over-all productive efficiency. 
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| ... for creative researc | 
| : To create is chemistry’s business. All Allied | 
| ‘ Chemical activities reflect its research goals and i 
\ \ accomplishments—like those on this page. Allied 
\ ie ° offers a diversity of operation in its Central I 

eens i | 5. i Research Laboratory and 11 divisional labora- 
| ) : tories, each backed up by the resources of one i 

: IN SYNTHETIC FIBERS : of America’s largest chemical companies. | 

ie A 
i 

| as. / | oe eee | \ | LS. ee ' | Si pi 
i iy Y IN PLASTICS | oes - cneiiil po 1k en i i i 
| — a, ! { 

fo ~ y ee) IN FLUORINE CHEMISTRY | — Nan ih , 

| __ |} iy @ i | 4 ‘ al | ‘ 

i CAPROLAN deep-dye, La ‘ ( | Cm Sane A tensile-tough nylon ae, ~. | j i | bo \w ve 4 : pulse Fy | oor as ee | / oe, wt mw (Tics ary bt iz | oe 5 ¥ Mer, p 

i ry x ne D 
i ee WR p i / y é + ~<a ae { / Bet, GENETRON refrigerants ‘ i ‘ tet) and aerosol propellants | — : ee . ” 

\ i 
: Urethane foam based on NACCONATE isocyanates ) 

DIVISIONS NATIONAL ANILINE, long a leader in dyes, certified food colors and 
| BARRETT, first in roofing for over a century, now offers a full line of intermediates, is now also producing CAPROLAN—the new concept 
| building materials. Barrett's trademark covers a host of chemical in nylon—and NACCONATE isocyanates for urethane. 
| products, as well as the growing line of PLASKON resins and plastics. NITROGEN, the world’s foremost producer of fixed nitrogen in its many 

GENERAL CHEMICAL, famous as a dependable source of supply for forms, offers a wide line of ARCADIAN fertilizers. Its industrial line 
heavy chemicals and BAKER & ADAMSON laboratory reagents and fine includes ammonia, ethylene oxide, ethylene glycols and ethanolamines. 
chemicals, now also produces GENETRON refrigerants used in refrig- SEMET-SOLVAY, first in merchant coke production, builds WILPUTTE 
erators and air conditioners, and as propellants for aerosol sprays. by-product coke ovens. It supplies A-C Polyethylenes for use in food 

i MUTUAL CHEMICAL, the principal American pro- ny cartons and paper, in printing inks, waxes and polishes. 
_ ducer of chromium chemicals for pigments and : SOLVAY PROCESS, long-established leader in alkali 
| chrome plating, and KOREON for leather tanning, llied production, has found new markets with chloro- 
: is constantly broadening the fields of application methanes, hydrogen peroxide, vinyl chloride mon- 
| for these versatile products. hemical omer and aluminum chloride. 
_ 
oo 

Caproian, NacconaTe 
ee : SLEROADWA VENEYE YORK Gr Ni, and GENETRON are Allied Chemical trademarks 
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IMPORTANT ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS FOR POSITIONS AT 

North American Aviation, foremost in the design and production of 

military aircraft, has an established engineering team at its Columbus 

Division with prime responsibility for complete design and development 

of Navy aircraft. 

The New FJ-4—Navy’s latest and fastest Fury JeT—is the most 

recent achievement at Columbus. Other, even more advanced designs 

are now being developed from initial concept to actual flight. . . creating 

top opportunities for virtually all types of graduate engineers. 

Contact your Placement Office for an appointment with North 

American representatives. 

Or write: Engineering Personnel Office, Dept. COL, North American 

Aviation, Columbus 16, Ohio. 

N 

N 8% v ae A SY 8 Ec ae i CA a AY i ATI © aE ap i ae C. AN ie COLUMBUS DIVISION 

NORTH AMERICAN HAS BUILT MORE AIRPLANES THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY IN THE WORLD 
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New careers for engineers, now that 

RCA's pioneering in this exciting medium means unlimited Pp g g 
opportunities for you in every phase from laboratory to TV studio 

oo orernnemeannenaecmg pa ey 

a I | | i 
7 n (@) se! nN i Le | 
ri a 7s ee C| | UAL | 

Now, more than ever, new peorernneeeniseicrmemmce, on nme) i : | iL | 
engineering skills and tech- I cal i nd 
niques are needed in the Like 2 sets in 1—get Color and black-and- Big-as-life 21-inch picture tube — overall 

a ‘ white shows, too! It’s RCA Victor Compatible diameter. Actually 254 square inches of view- television industry — to keep Color TV. See the great Color shows in “Living able picture area. And every inch’a masterpiece 
abreast of the tremendous Color’—regular shows in crisp, clear black-and- of “Living Color.” Here are the most natural 
strides being made in Color white. With Big Color, you see everything. tones you've ever seen—on a big-as-life screent 

TV. RCA — world leader in a ee rer sapere error ener tog goo 
electronics — invites young | Fi Pe a 

engineers to investigate these | ee a : : as Cae | . sa | {. a q —— ee challenging opportunities. oa ee. | i oo oT | A 1% 
Only with RCA will you find fo 4 Ge of 4 le ea | | 
a scientific climate particular- “aa | re | ee bo yas 
ly suited to the needs of young a - ‘ y oy 2 | 1 WY - S ee ae ee | 2 Lk. 4 id fa NM 
engineers: “¥ = Le as i ol 

8 a QUE 3 owledge Color every night — right now! Something Big Color TV is so easy to tune, even a and imagination will be given for everyone! You'll have “two on the aisle” child can do it! Turn two color knobs and full rein. Rewards are many. for the best shows ever—drama, comedies, Spec- there's your Big Color picture! It’s easy, quick, 
? taculars, children’s shows, local telecasts. For now accurate. It’s a new thrill when the picture pops Your talents are needed in 216 TV stations are equipped to telecast Color. onto the screen in glowing “Living Color.” 

research — in TV receiver de- sr apneersnrogt coe a a sign — in network operations = 4 =. q | : — 
— even “backstage” at TV stu- | 7°," “a | rn _ o 4 . y : oe , ere, of /. fF . 4 4 dios. The experience and oe 4 i La ta A 
knowledge you gain can take Ct i“ (ihr lmUmUmtmt~™”C— il ey —- . 1 
you anywhere! Ji ooo | ye i 

Practical and trouble-free! Service at new Color TV is a common-sense investment— WHERE TO, low cost! Big Color is dependable Color. And costs only a few cents a day. It’s sure to be- MR. ENGINEER? RCA Victor Factory Service is available in most come the standard in home entertainment for 
areas (but only to RCA Victor owners). $39.95 years to come—yet you can enjoy Color every night | covers installation and service for ninety days. right now! And you can buy on easy budget terms. RCA offers careers in TV and 

allied fields — in research, devel- Cc a4 Ee rs ae 5 ” 
opment, design and manufactur- : | : |? : ] i 2 : t 
ing—for eagineers with Bachelor : | : { i | or advanced degrees in E.E., | | $ : | cies RiéALUactan ig ty 
M.E. or Physics. Join the RCA i dl 49. : ' i 
family. For full information f | : : i 
write to: Mr. Robert Haklisch, | | ae a i Manager, College Relations, = | tn nee fa 1 
Radio Corporation of America, Now starts at $495 —no more than once Make sure the Color TV you buy carries 

3a STs paid for black-and-white. This is the lowest this symbol of quality. Because RCA pioneered Camden 2, New Jersey. price for Big Color TV in RCA Victor history! There and developed Compatible Color television, RCA 
are 10 stunning Big Color sets to choose from— Victor Big Color TV—like RCA Victor black-and- 
table, consolette, lowboys, and consoles, too. white—is First Choice in TV. 

® 

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
ELECTRONICS FOR LIVING 
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W.S.P.E. Engine Ears Works at Gary, Indiana. The Gray 

(Conti ; \ . Works, a division of United States 
Jontinued from page 44) (Continued from page 46) ; 

Ke Arctic Gide: w fine § Steel Corporation, entertained the 

ee iG ith ae second mem port were the purpose and works group to luncheon and then took 

oe a = ae Pine Tree Line at of Polygon. them on a guided tour of their op- 

the ana’ ian border. Since these The guest speaker was Mr. erations. The evening meeting of 

: te an e Pe h surprise at- Daniel Lamb, assisted by Mr.  A.LM.E. held in downtown Chi- 

tack, the 5 eee oO bade 6 Corps _Ayistotle Paris, both from the Evin- cago consisted of a wonderful 

Is a i ch oe by pasts only. ___ tude Division of Outboard Marine. dinner and a talk on Atomic En- 

boy " Hi Stat te ict oe They represented the research di- ergy by Mr. Whittenberger, chair- 

Or Me tate ighway Commis- vision of Evinrude, and spoke on: — man of student A.I.M.E. chapters. 
sion, District 5, gave a talk Novem- “The 2-stroke cycle engine and it’s 

her 28th before the Lions Club of application to outboard use”, They INITIATION BANQUET— 

lomah, entitled “The Effects of covered the origin of the outboard ETA KAPPA NU 
the 1956 Federal Aid Act upon 6 
Wisconsil and . 1 ocal Co ate motor and it’s improvements to to- GERALD J. CARLSON 

‘Hes a ABS LORS AOU OL days engine. A 7.5 horsepower The Fall initiation banquet for 

* . . _ motor and a complete set of slides Eta Kappa Nu, Honorary Electri- 

Fiedler discussed the history of _ Ne cee. : z : . . 
. x served to illustrate the high points cal _ Engineering fraternity, was 

the Act and the impact that the C . . : s 
‘ : . of their talk. Refreshments were held Thursday evening, December 

construction of the Interstate Sys- coved and an informal discussion 6 at the Wing Inn. Eighteen newly 

tem of Interstate and Defense with the s eakers followed. elected nenabéss f - organiza: 
Highways would have upon the K speakers . Fo tc ik a es acti ou | id 

economy of the State and local __ eepryoureyes peeled for meet ; on fer niters ue > Wes aed 

communities, greatly enhancing ing announcements which are he di menos Ted fn a de 

Wisconsin’s position as a leading posted on the bulletin boards of liek comer ee CLA ny 8 an 

recreational ERAtE: the engineering buildings. Don’t icious main course of fillet mignon. 

Donald A. Juza, employee of the miss out any longer on your chance The main speaker for the eve- 

State Highway Commission of to learn and have fun with S.A.E. ning was Prof. Erwin H. Acker- 

Wisconsin, has recently returned knecht. Dr. Ackerknecht, who is 

from Ottawa, Illinois, where the presently a professor at the Univer- 

A.A.S.H.O. Road Test is located. sity, has recently accepted a posi- 

Juza was one of the six engineers tion as the director of the Medical 

loaned by the states of Ohio, Wis- History Institute of the University 

consin, lowa, Missouri, Kansas and of Zurich at Zurich, Switzerland. 

Oklahoma to aid in engineering AIME His talk entitled, “Medicine and 

the construction of this project. JOHN NYHUS Science in 19th Century Europe’ 

Purposes of the project are to The Mining and Mettler was interestingly given and enjoyed 

develop facts and criteria which . i . Bee wurey by all. 
. : Club held its annual Christmas ie E * PX 

can be used in design and con- Following is the list of men who 
é : ' banquet on December 12 at the cen 4 

struction of pavements and bridges, F were initiated into Eta Kappa Nu 

ot ay:. Town Club. The banquet was a tage gs 
evaluate load carrying capabilities at the Fall initiation: 
f existing Kighwave and obtain huge success; there was an excel- 

“ _ oe ne NEAWAYS ang ODtaIn lent turnout and an inspiring Charles L. Blodgett, John Chantiles, 

information which can be used as speaker Jack G. Chin, Deryl F, Davidson, Patrick 

the basis of adequate and equitable speaker. M. Gannon, Marvin Gish, Russell E. 

legislation regarding allowable Guest speaker was Mr. Agostini Jacobson, Thomas P. Leland, Charles E. 

loadings on highways. of Grede Foundries in Milwaukee — Maurer, James Murphy, Robert A. 
who spoke on what graduating en- Nichols, Stephen J. Pech, Gene Reed, 

MILWAUKEE CHAPTER gineers should consider before join- Kenneth & et Gan ar 
: . Thomas S. Stafford, ayne L. Stiede 

Emest Szekely, retired president "8 @ Company. Progressive ad- and Earl R. Strandt, 

and general manager of the Bayley vancement and enjoyment of the C tulati 1 Wel f 
: ar 5, a e! 

Blower Co. died November 29, type of work were factors he -Ongratuianons, ane om 

1956 at his home, 6026 West Wash- thought would lead toward a suc- ALUMNI 

ington Blvd., Wauwatosa. cessful career with a company. . . 

He was a member of the Wis- Recently several carloads of stu- Appointment of Charles T. Link, 

consin Society of Professional En- dents and faculty members made Jr. as chief engineer for the Wayne 

gineers, Milwaukee Chapter of the a trip to Chicago to attend the an- Manufacturing Co., Pomona, Calif., 
p Pp S 

American Society of Mechanical nual Student Night held by the was announced. 

Engineers, Pi Tau Sigma, Tau Beta Chicago Section of A.I.M.E. Pre- Gil M. Wayne, executive vice 

Pi, and a past president of the vious to the evening meeting, the president, said Link will be re- 

Engineers’ Society of Milwaukee. group was the guest of Gray Steel (Continued on page 75) 
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Great Britain’s H.M.T.S. Monarch, world’s largest cable-laying ship. A.T.&T. joined with the 
British Post Office and Canadian Overseas Telecommunications Corporation in the historic venture. 

Background of Teamwork characterized the Bell System’s role in the 
success of a tremendous undertaking: laying the first 

A . transatlantic telephone cables. the first transatlantic ; ; a One challenge given engineers and scientists at Bell 
Telephone Laboratories was that of designing equalizing 

te/ephone cables networks and amplifiers to be placed in the cables every 
40 miles to compensate for the huge attenuation losses. 
Electron tubes of unrivaled endurance were developed, 
capable of operating for up to twenty years. 

Western Electric, manufacturing and supply unit of 
Pe i a the Bell System, assembled the repeaters in a special 
a ot - : a plant under clinical conditions. A mere speck of dust 

ae Vy on i po could fatally upset the sensitive amplifiers. 
 — gg pe: 4 ere) The delicate and demanding job of laying the cables 
oF aay ol was supervised by engineers from Long Lines Depart- 

ell i Pa WY ment of A. T. & T. New cable-llaying equipment was 
— bes designed, and exacting procedures were devised so that 
i oo LaF 4 the cable could be laid smoothly and safely on an ocean 
oe y | a y floor in places more than two miles deep. 
— = a - Teamwork helps Bell System engineers and scientists 
oF _ 4 Ue to anticipate and provide for America’s growing com- 
i. yf | munications needs, no matter what the magnitude of the [_- p 8 job to be done. 
i a | —— Able, imaginative young engineers and scientists will 

7. _  @©-— find absorbing careers with the Bell Telephone Com- 
gg Srtrtrti‘aléOOiiOC panies, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Western Electric 

Each room in Western Electric’s clinically clean and Sandia Corporation. Your placement officer can 
repeater plant was kept under positive air pressure give you more information about career opportunities 
at all times so that dust-laden air could not leak in, in the Bell System, 

GR 
Ky se \\ 

Bell Telephone System 
aL 
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| Boerne, See 

| se : ; 

| Bs UV oe ee 
| cee ‘ 

ee 

| _ er-Rammah’s self-moving 
ese a 

doin two flat pans; fill with an incendiary mixture; add 
a tail; propel by two large rockets. In A.D. 1280, 

ee a ea oe 

: _ Arabia's Hassan er-Rammah, gazing centuries ahead, 
‘proposed this ovoid in his “The Book of Fighting on Horseback 
CC S— CC ard with War Engines.” 

Today, rocket-powered ordnance is foremost in American 
»_ defense,..and Aerojet-General Corporation is foremost 

) — emaptlety fel Certara coro: 

\ iy > ce The General Tite & Rubber Company LG SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA ; 

We invite you —the engineer, the scientist to participate at Aerojet Tee v 

“the creation of tomorrow's realities from yesterday's dreams. a 

Mechanical Engineers Electrical Engineers Chemists 
Electronic Engineers «Aeronautical Engineers Physicists 
Chemical Engineers -—Civil Engineers =‘ Mathematicians 

An Aerojet-General representative will he on campus shortly. _ - : 

Contact your Placement Office for details. a 
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mien ae \OUR BEARING NOTEBOOK 
e How to keep paper machine speeds 

e 
and tensions under control 

ear Hy i rf = hh = To give better control of roll speeds and 
| id Le ey ae Ss, sheet tensions in a paper machine, engi- 

Cty ee inl ate oe | neers developed a new differential drive CeO eee femme | | | ek | P : : 
pre ee aa!) ea lia aw 7 ae «system that uses a single line shaft to 

ies 2 ea 7 it A ba q power individual paper machine rolls. 
Af a eo & 2S This called for rigid shaft mountings and 
any ay a N ei (CR *’~—s extremely accurate gear mesh. So the 

ao woe | ow. engineers specified Timken® tapered 
Otte | a My Cécile bearings for the drive units. Timken 

‘ ‘ca 060lU™t~é<S<; 2 ~—_Csébearings hold shafts and gears in rigid 
ia " — en alignment. Gear mesh is smoother, more 

— og yo eee a accurate. Shaft wear is eliminated, gear 
[al a wear reduced. 

® e a How TIMKEN bearings hold y = @ 
ee fe Y ) O gear shafts rigid rt 

The full line contact between rollers and races of Timken => L_) = 
bearings gives shafts rigid support over a wide area. Shaft LD 
deflection is minimized. And the tapered design of Timken 
bearings permits them to be set up with the most desirable Ne Zy 
amount of end play or preload that gives the best per- A ———) ny 
formance. = 

I b i Want to learn more about bearings 
eS ene 

or job opportunities? 
oT | \ Many of the engineering prob- mation about the excellent job 

CC Fs lems you'll face after graduation opportunities at the Timken 
> y will involve bearing applications. Company write for a copy of oe if z as y \ For help in learning more about “Career Opportunities at the 
7 7 bearings, write for the 270-page Timken Company”. The Timken 

CC General Information Manual on Roller Bearing Company, Can- 
— A Timken bearings. And for infor- ton 6, Ohio. 

EB 
é eae 

O f | | {A SS\ NOT JUST A BALL © NOT JUST A ROLLER a> THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER a> 
Ee a 

‘TRADE-MARK REG. U.S. PAT. OFF. | | j= % 
L | | Ge ESS) BEARING TAKES RADIAL @) AND THRUST -@- LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION 33h TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS Yum) Sg ° * 
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Highlights of fut 
e 

Ses «(wil oneywe 
a i . 

pie “NS " Sc 

io el 4 “Here are some of the facts about Honeywell that 

_ { = have been of real interest to the young engineering 

oe graduates we talk to.” 

Glen Siedel, Vice President in Charge 

of Engineering B.M.E. Minnesota *36 

HONEYWELL IS A GROWTH COMPANY! Honeywell has the proven skills to design, engineer and 

A growth company is one where men move ahead be build the equipment required by an increasingly auto- 

cause of opportunity and challenge . . . where problems matic world and to sell its products profitably. 

e turned i rogress ... Where ent, sales 

are tured inte oes iy veoralier year, RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING ARE 
oe aed . . IMPORTANT AT HONEYWELL! 

Honeywell, today’s world leader in the automatic . oo. 

control field, is such a company. For the past 30 years, Research, design-development and product engineering. 

sales have doubled or tripled every five years ($1,084, are indispensable for continued growth. Honeywell’s 

259 in 1926; $244,482,068 in 1955). Employment has research and engineering have advanced twice as fast 

increased from 720 to over 25,000 in the same period, as growth in sales. 

and nel earnings have climbed from $424,241 to Honeywell’s growth from a small thermostat com- 

$19,278,648. pany has been stimulated by research. And today re- 

This healthy growth of Honeywell is shown in the search and development work in metallurgy, ceramics, 

table below. heat transfer, plastics, vacuum tubes, ultrasonics, 

The future is even more challenging. Planned diver- magnetic materials, semi-conductors, and combustion 

sification puts Honeywell in such new fields as officeand — suggests new growth. Never in history has the potential 

factory automation, process control, transistors, plas- of these and similar Honeywell development programs 

tics, atomic energy. electronics, missiles and satellites. looked so promising. 

; Net Plant Space Employees 

Year Sales Earnings | (Square Ft.) | — ——____________________ 

($000,000) | ($000,000) (000) Total Hourly % 1 Salaried % 

1926 158 720" 540*| 75*| 180 | 25 

1931 6 200 1,150 839* 31I*| 27* 

1936 3.0 432 "3,139 2,200 | 70 933 | 30 

ee 603 4,210 2,859 | 67 1,381 | 33 

1946 45.9 5.7 1,284 9,474 6,490 | 68 | 2,984 | 32 

1951 135.2 8.9 2,296 17,182 10,796 6,386 | 37 

1955 244.5 19.3 3,460 25,608 14,853 | 58 10,755 42 

* Estimated 
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HONEYWELL MEN ADVANCE RAPIDLY! Aeronautical Controls: Research, engineering and 
The ability to accept and discharge responsibility, and manufacturing plants in Minneapolis, St. Petersburg 
to plan and execute programs mean advancement. Men _ and Los Angeles. 
who get things done, get better jobs. Precision Switches: Engineering and manufacturing in 

Such is the case at Honeywell. Ability, drive and the Freeport and Warren, Illinois, and Independence, Iowa; 
spirit of team play—combined with education and ex- _ research facilities in Denver. 
perience—determine where and how fast you progress. Ordnance and Missiles: Engineering and manufactur- 
And our growth means we are always eager to find men ing in Minneapolis, Monrovia, Calif., and Seattle, Wash. 
with capacity for greater responsibility. Servo Components and Controls: Engineering and 
Who measures this? Your immediate supervisor does. manufacturing plants in Boston. 

He will speed your progress by seeking your ideas and Oscillographic and Photographic Equipment: Re- 
opinions, by stimulating your interest and enthusiasm _ search, engineering and manufacturing facilities in 
and by giving you additional responsibilities as you are Denver. 
ready to accept them. Transistors: Research, engineering and manufacturing 

Then, twice a year he will review your accomplish- plants in Boston. 
ments with you and determine your salary increases. Research: In addition to research and engineering 
A program like this is assurance that contributions are activities carried on by various divisions, Honeywell rewarded by compensation and advancement. also maintains a Research Center in the Minneapolis 

There are other factors that accelerate advancement. suburb of Hopkins. Prime concern of the Center is 
Engineers predominate among our vice-presidents, _ basic projects of interest to the entire organization. 

divisional executives and departmental managers. So, Whichever Honeywell division or location you 
attitudes and opinions of our scientists and engineers choose, you'll be assured of special training to help you 
are understood and supported by management. grow in your job. This training includes regular on-the- 

Honeywell is composed of small units working as a job instruction, formal classes at the company and 
team. These units multiply opportunities for early tuition-aid courses at nearby institutions. 
managerial experience and lay the foundation for more HOW TO LEARN MORE ABOUT HONEYWELL! 
important management assignments in future years. . : HONEYWELL OFFERS MANY EXTRA BENEFITS! A Honeywell Tepresentative can answer your questions 
The importance of benefits in career planning cannot and give you additional information about opportuni- 

pom > p 8 canno ies at H Il. Please consult your college place- be underestimated. Honeywell’s program ranks as one tes at Moneywe ie x Be P f the most liberal in industry. There’s free er life Ment office for the date of his next visit to your campus. of the mo: y: ee group : : ’ 
insurance . . . free accident and sickness insurance . . . o Meanwhile, you will want to read a booklet titled 
free hospital insurance. You will find a liberal policy on Your Curve of Opportunity in Automatic Controls.” c Be : One PONY OF Write H. T. Eckstrom, Personnel Administrator, Dept. d vacations and holidays and modern pension and nite . oes ° ator, "ep paid’ vaca oye ond ohn pension ‘an! CM, Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Company, 2753 > po ey 8 sornpany, retirement program paying lifetime benefits. Fourth Ave South. Mi lis 8 Mi i HONEYWELL PLANTS ARE LOCATED ourth Avenue, South, Minneapolis 8, Minnesota. 

ALL ACROSS THE COUNTRY AND ABROAD! 
If you have a geographical preference either in the ‘ke SEATTLE en 
U. S. or abroad, consider Honeywell’s many engineer- BOSTON 4 
ing and production locations. You'll find challenging MINNEAPOLIS J 
opportunities for a variety of engineering specialties raeeponrs neste PHILADELPHIA He 
with Honeywell in Beltsville, Md.; Boston; Chicago; CHICAGO *vpeasu, no. 
Denver; Freeport and Warren, IIL; Independence, DENVER 
Towa; Los Angeles; Minneapolis; Philadelphia; St. 
Petersburg, Florida; Wabash, Ind.; and Toronto, sawn 
Ontario. 

Abroad, Honeywell factories are located in Amiens, 
France; Amsterdam, Netherlands; Frankfurt, Germany; Sr. peversBunc © 
Newhouse, Scotland and Tokyo, Japan. A 

If you prefer sales and application engineering you'll Rati . muon ee find 127 sales and service offices in principal cities Indicates location of Engineering-Research facilities 
across the nation and Canada, and 45 countries abroad. Sales Offices in 127 Cities in the U.S. and Canada 
HONEYWELL’S MAIN FIELDS AND , 
LOCATIONS ARE: MINNEAPOLIS 
Heating and Air Conditioning Controls: Engineering Honeywell 
and manufacturing plants in Minneapolis, Chicago, 
Wabash and Los Angeles. 
Industrial Instruments and Controls: Research, engi- First in Controls 
neering and manufacturing plants in Philadelphia and 
Beltsville, Md. 
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Qa af 

pared for use by college engineer- Although the compilation is in- 

ing students and teaching staffs. By tended to be closely correlated 

supplying representative illustra- with the formal course work in 

tions of nationally accepted stand- materials and materials testing, it 

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS ard specifications and the standard is not in any sense a textbook; it is 
P' ) 

Edited by John H. Curtiss test methods aon soppor them “ supplement rather than a_re- 

Excellent background material the student can be made | ami iar placement. 

for those interested in computer with the existence, availability, na- A MANUAL OF ENGINEERING 

technology. ture, and origin of the specifica- GEOMETRY AND GRAPHICS 

; tions for the materials which all By Hollie W. Shupe and Paul E. Machovina 

This hook, edited by John A. engineers must use. Specific stand- Analvti asiies presented 4 

Curtiss of the American Mathe- ards were selected on the basis of nalytic” graphics presbntes a 

matical Society, is of real value to a poll among engineering educa- a comprehensible, practical man- 

applied mathematicians, computer- tors. They are intended to include ner 

programming people, computer de- not only the-standards mi6st closely Hollie W. Shupe, Professor of 

signers, and certain physicists and linked to the work of the course Engineering Drawing and Paul E. 

engineers. It contains all but two but also standards that illustrate Machovina, Associate Professor of 

of the papers which were presented the varied nature and approach to Engineering Drawing—both at The 

at the meeting of the Sixth Sym- problems of standardization. Ohio State University, realizing the 

posium in Applied Mathematics Introductory and supplementary recent trend toward including more 

held at Santa Monica City College, material to provide background analytic” graphics in drawing 

co-sponsored by the American and breadth of grasp has been in- courses, in addition to the mate- 

ae ae and the x éludad. ‘The condensation of the rial needed nee geome- 

a rec ota ards. 2 : : : Ec are x y r or rma- 
jona ureau of - tend ards. The 1907 ASTM Presidential inaugural try, are providing further informa 

subject of the Sixth Symposium a Adnace Ass tion for a more general coverage 

. A SYM address by Charles B. Dudley 2 SI £ 

was numerical analysis. points up the need for standards of graphic solutions. 

a illustra > varie f The theory of orthographic pro- 
SELECTED ASTM ENGINEERING and illustrates the variety both of mms neal 0g tr te pr 

MATERIALS STANDARDS the tangible and_ psychological jection is presen ed in connection 

A 1 . . problems that relate to their use. with engineering geometry and 

A g00¢ supplement for use mM The modern engineer should also employs reference planes placed in 
eae curricula with practical ap- aye some appreciation of the convenient positions. Folding lines 

proaches stressed. legal aspects of standardization and and_ plane traces are not used. 

This compilation has been pre- that, too, is given limited attention. (Continued on page 62) 
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Convair R8Y-1 and R3Y-2 - Ds, t Lockheed C-130 

y _——— i {Convair XFY-1 pce ig wna 

Northrop F-89D Convair YC-131C 
) They’re ALL ~ " Lo 

Tr werent 2! ) J _ , she ae ALLISON-POWERED : 
_ And, Allison Engineering will 

Martin TMs (missile) continue to play a leading role in McDonald F3H-2N 
future development of greater 

Xv AIRCRAFT POWER kg 

Clee 

Chance Vought Regulus (missile) Bye Douglas RB-66 & B-66 

a Martin XP6M —_ 
Allison Turbo-Liner Lockheed T2V-1 

ALLISON ENGINES have accumulated an impressive energy application, and—well, the sky is the limit. 
i ime i different types of turbo- “3 : 8 * necetd of Ai cht finieinanany different: typesra Opportunities at Allison are equally unlimited for jet 2 - aircraft. Incl in the wide . . sgt Jet and turbe-prop aireraft, Included ‘ engineering graduates, ambitious young men who i i si multi-engine planes ‘ oo op ‘ vablely of alterstt-are:single.and multixenginesp recognize the advantages of being identified with an 

_— a based—as well as ex- . ' 3 both. lend based and water basal established leader in the design, development and 
pendable missiles. production of high performance aircraft engines. 

Topay, with this valuable accumulation of engi- eo 6 

neering experience—coupled with our vastly expanded Write for information about your future career at 
engineering research and development facilities—we Allison: Personnel Dept., College Relations, Allison 
look to the future. And, what a future it promises Division, General Motors Corporation, Indianapolis 

to be in this era of supersonic speeds... nuclear 6, Indiana. 

2 * SOE ens 7 
Hed ese SON ba fo ‘ 

~ Pe Pe foe OUR ENGINEERS _. Te J bY Wee - 

WORK HERE ol PO rts ey cara emt : SUES ey . . . . % Ba i x ie a A ae i i TREES — at 1 8 te “— 44 iis ts our Administration re Lee a 4G oe ee He Hae i ae gi Building, the hub of the new la 4 ee eee 
Allison Engineering Research wey PF cxamectosc MN bocligg yd sand LMelon ae fs 
and Development Center in ee | a — ae 
Indianapolis. — eae emma os 
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Sneed’s Review of analysis is used, every effort is 

| 1) a | T | rE , made to develop the material in 
(Continued from page 60) . 

such a way that a clear picture of 

gh Wherever applicable, drawings the phenomena involved is brought 

| 1) (fe “4 N28 A AL showing problem solutions are sep- out while numerical and routine 

~~ » «= 7 arated into stages to illustrate the — methods of analysis are reduced to 

a“ ; > -¢ : step-by-step procedure, and to a minimum. After the fundamentals 

fom, Lee " i avoid complexity. have been mastered in this way, 

\ @ 7. ] The material covered includes: the reader will be able to go on 

3 _ 7 8 : the fundamentals or orthographic to study the numerous special tools 

of a Ww projections and their use in the that have been developed for the 

47 WN y solution of the geometric problems purpose of obtaining solutions to 

ic i 4 Aa f | of line and surface relationships, more complicated problems. Many 

; g 2 2 1 ctl and vectors; functional scales and examples and problems are intro- 

Mae oe their applications in conversion duced to develope the readers un- 

* and sliding scales, alignment charts, derstanding of the subject and to 

H | curve fitting, and graphic calculus. demonstrate the applicability of 

7 _ | the methods of analysis used. Also, 

a aK, PHYSICS AND MATHEMATICS a new proof of the orthogonality 

ge Wy LA By R. A. Charpie, J. Horowitz, condition, introduction of the con- 

ete 3 D. J. Hughes, and D, Littler cept of damped modes of free vi- 

This is the first volume of an bration, and new treatments of vi- 
outstanding new  series—“Progress bration, instruments and balancing 

XY). ee°@ in Nuclear Energy”. are included. 

This volume presents a sum- 

Up to two years ago, the look- mary of results, and methods for Fourth Edition of MECHANICAL 

alike Solomon twins did the their analysis, pertaining to the VIBRATIONS 

same things together. Even had properties of the fissionable nuclei. iy J. BicBien Haro 
polio at the same time. The latter part of the bo in The fourth edition is expanded 

Leen... sation mates Reactor » a and improved, clearly and simply 
Linda’ recovered completely. and involves the tec hniques usec explairied, 

, in planning experiments with re- J. P. Den Hartog, Professor and 

Sandy didn’t. actors. The results and methods Head of the Department of Me- 

Even, today, atte x some $1500 precenied wal ba af Brealer value chanical Engineering at Massachu- 
in. March of Dimes help, she to workers in reactor design. setts Institute of Technology, deals 

needs braces and crutches to There is data dealing with the ith vibration phenomena in a 

get around. thermal cross-sections of the fis- thoroughly technical manner, em- 

Lucent. we sionable nuclei, i ge energy phasizing the many applications to 

Sik mat atee || Mf THe oR te patil von pobiem o 
polio victims, still needs a lot “Elastic and Non-elastic Cross-sec- countered! by the practicing aa 
more treatment. She’ll get it— aoe S Sure neer. Complete explanations and 

as muchas she needs. You, who | tions”, and reactor physics. proofs are given without mathe- 

made the Salk vaccine possible, matics higher than simple differ- 

can provide that care. And, FUNDAMENTALS OF VIBRATION entiations and integrations. 
what is more, your dimes and | ANALYSIS Fourth edition changes and addi- 
dollars will also help train the | By Nils O. Myklestad 1 tions include; 1) New material has 

pounds and bands of the profes: a compact, sléar; logically or been added on Karman vortices 
sional experts so desperately ganized book for thorough under- linear vibrations. with 
needed. to giveit, standing. and on nonlinear vibrations, with 

° . examples of cases that have ap- 
ZL In this book, N. 0. Myklestad, peared in practice since 1947, 2) 

| Lea Togs Head of Stress, Vibration, and The number of problems has been 

Gear Group, Air Research Manu- increased substantially, and 3) 
facturing Company of Arizona, Changes have been made in every 

JOIN ili gives the reader a thorough under- chapter to bring the subject up to 

standing of the subject of vibra- date; in order to keep the size of 

eye OF We tions from a basic point of view the volume within bounds these 

rather than by presenting routine changes consisted of deletions as 

IN JANUARY methods of analysis. well as additions. 
Since only the classical method THE END 
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fi err move into a lead job as a group 
i = (2. supervisor in charge of the design of 

; _ i e oO ’ the electrical system of the complete 
i _ in plant. 
i =. ? 7 

‘ a _= ou . | QUESTION: Could you give an 
Some: j ‘ estimate of the time involved in the ; “is y, various steps? 

' ) , -. _ BaUuscu: That’s impossible. We have 
jo a no hard and fast schedule. In general, 

LL we have found that it takes a man 
— about a year to get his feet on the 

ground and become a real producer. 
nee From that point on, it’s up to him. 

a= rs: gee? ey QuEsTION: In other words, he can 
Lap 4 oe J, _— ~e i advance in keeping with his indivi- 

nt ya o dual ability? 

Bauscu: That’s right. Of course, 
Kar- Bauscu, Chief Electrical Engineer, there are many other factors in- 
Power Division of the Bechtel Corporation. volved, including the vitally impor- 

tant one of the great advancements 
being made in every phase of the 

ELE CTRICAL ENGINEERING electrical industry. These create new 
jobs and new types of jobs involving 

One of a series of interviews in which new skills. And for every opportunity 
existing today, it is safe to predict 

Bechtel Corporation executives discuss there will be at least two tomorrow. 

career opportunities for college mets Bechtel Corporation (and its Bechtel 
foreign subsidiaries) designs, engineers 

Question: Mr. Bausch, in con- ferent activities. In that way he gets ad constructs petroleum refineries, 
sidering a position with Bechtel, or needed experience and familiarity Petrochemical and chemical plants; 
any other firm, isn’t it true that what that help him decide the work for ‘#ermal, hydro and nuclear electric 
most college men want to know first which he feels best qualified. It also ara ? anit i pies i ree ana 
of all is “What will I be doing?” gives us the opportunity to evaluate Giversitied engineering organization 
Bauscu: That’s true, and it isn’t an HS potentials as ” PP oruunities a careers int many 
easy question to answer. Somuch de- Question: Assuming a man shows "“Agechanicai. Electrical. Seucened pends on individual preferences and the necessary ability and begins to ...Chemical ... Hydraulic. 
abilities and the way a man develops. produce, how does he branch out? 
On joining us, he would be asked if Write for new brochures showing the 
he’d like to work on the drafting | BAUscH: Generally, in either of two wide variety of projects Bechtel builds 
board doing layout work. As an ways. He may work on the electrical _ throughout the world. 
alternate, he might prefer a starting portion of power plants, designing _ Address: John F. O'Connell, 
assignment involving helping out on circuits, control and relaying systems, Vice President, Industrial Relations ; 
calculations, requisitioning materials, unit protection, etc. The other way is 220 Bush Street, San Francisco 4, Calif. 

writing specifications, etc. on the physical layout of power plants Ay 
—that is, location of equipment, con- grt 

QuESTION: In other words you try to duit and raceway systems, etc. In ec 
’ give the new man some freedom of _ either case he would be put in charge iy <i 

choice? of one section of the project. 

Bauscu: As far as possible. We = Question: And his next advance Gonnen Fao 
know that the beginning period is a would be...? 
difficult one. It takes some time for SAN FRANCISCO 
him to get his feet on the ground and = BAuscH: Assuming he progresses Los Angeles » New York + Houston 
we try to “expose” him to many dif- _ satisfactorily, he would ultimately 
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A technician gives roll of irradiated polyethylene preliminary check for uniformity. Starting out as conventional polyethylene, the 

irradiated tape is bombarded with high-velocity electrons to make it flexible and resistant to chemicals, moisture, heat and stress. 

reaction chamber of the Co” and connected to a 300 Hot Poly ; 
pound per square inch gauge by a small tube. The 

(Continued from page 26) og 5 : : © tecwce 
tube is filled with a thin wire to limit the volume of 

meter attached to the tube seals the system and regis- gas it contained and minimize the error. 

ters the charges in pressure. It is assumed that the drop Experiments with these reactors lead to the conclu- 

in pressure is proportional to the rate of polymerization. sions that the reaction goes faster with increase in 

The field intensity with this reactor was about 83,800 temperature or pressure up to 125 degrees Fahrenheit. 

roentgen per hour. A roentgen is defined as that amount After 125 degrees the reaction no longer continues at 

of gamma or X radiation that produces a total of 1.61 a fixed rate. Increasing the surface of the gas does not 

times 10 to the 12th power ion pairs per gram of dry increase the rate of reaction. Air, which is a catalyst 

air at standard conditions of temperature and pressure. in the manufacture of polyethylene, is an inhibiting 

A second reaction chamber was prepared for high factor in the polymerization of polyethylene by irradia- 

pressure and temperature work. This reactor was ma- tion. There is also an indication that the irradiated 

chined from stainless steel in order to eliminate welds polythylene may have an adverse effect on the poly- 

which might be weak points. The reactor was a tube merization of the remaining ethylene. This is an indica- 

with an enlarged top. A plug fits into the tube to limit — tion that a continuous process may be the best method 

the area of the tube to the region surrounded by the — for the irradiation of ethylene. 

Co". This plug is seated on a brass washer in the en- Radiation chemistry is still in the experimental stage. 

larged top of the tube and held there with cap screws. Irradiated polyethylene is one of the promising prod- 

The unit was tested hydraulically to a pressure of 3000 ucts of this branch of chemistry. The mass production 

pounds per square inch gauge pressure. Themocouples — of irradiated polyethylene will come from experimenta- 

and heating elements make it possible to observe the _ tion like this. 

temperature and control it. The unit is placed in the THE END 
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['o the young engineer with high hopes 
The Engineering Department at Convair San aircraft and other far-reaching aircraft and 
Diego offers you challenges found in few missile programs. 
places. And, the diversity of big projects in For personal achievement, security, and 
our “engineer's” engineering department pleasant, happy, year ‘round, outdoor living, 
means satisfaction and opportunity for quick the young engineer with high hopes is invited 
advancement for capable young men. For to take a good look at Convair in beautiful 
instance, current projects at Convair San San Diego, California. 

Diego include the F-102A Supersonic Inter- Watch for announcement of personal inter- 
ceptor, new Metropolitan 440 Airliner, thenew views on your campus by representatives of 
Convair 880 Jet-Liner, Atlas Intercontinental Convair San Diego. 
Ballistic Missile, long-range study of nuclear 

GS A DIVISION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION 

3302 PACIFIC HIGHWAY - SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 

i 
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Electrical Calculators q | | yy il 
(Continued from page 20) a: | 1 a fo 

The best way to illustrate the type of problem for co | or 
‘ hich calculators are useful and the methods involved . | | cer 

in using a calculator on a problem is with an example. We gaai J er 
Thie nr , aye “Areqente: <) HERA hi — i ek eed ¢ : This problem was presented to the research staff of a _ : a aa a | 

paper company that was building a branch plant in rhc lUltt~‘(s; ia 
Canada. a ] Ce a fy 

The water supply in the area of the new plant was A SC UU ‘a : 
unsually fouled with sludge and organisms. The pulp [|  &£ _ ans 
to be used was of a relatively low grade and after cook- | gs @ fg i 

ing contained an unusually high percentage of small, # = ig 
dark colored chips called shives. Further, the paper to oe . — ¢ 

be produced was to be used on high speed presses for pe 

which a very high degree of uniformity is required. be ie 9 2 
It was important to choose the correct filter screens (0. i 

the first time because of the high cost of construction The High Speed Printer of the Remington Rand Univac Sys- 

in that area. It also was important to make the choice '™ for handling large volume output. It is capable of printing 
. . : 600 lines a minute. 

quickly because the plant had to be in operation be- 
fore the fall freeze ended the construction operations. ‘ 

‘ 7 n opé the hand sheets were placed on a glass table with a 
Several conventional screens and screening processes _ ,, . - 

s : ; light under it and the shives counted, or a metal plate 
were given tests at the site on a pilot plant scale. From : . fs 

. with holes drilled in it was placed over the hand sheet. 
these tests, sample hand sheets were prepared and sent : wea 

ae The shives visible through the holes were counted and 
to the research center. The only method known to check 5 eis 5 | 

rf fei of th sews inane ; 1 screeni multiplied by a factor to relate the visible area through 

v6 elverency OF Me varlous screens anc’ sercening Proc- the holes to the total area of the hand sheet. Both 
esses was to visually count the number of shives and . en txns . 

. methods proved useless due to the time factor. 
dirt specks in each hand sheet. ‘ s é 

This visual . wes faitigsl 2 / FET A device which measures the degree to which a sheet 
his visual counting was tried in two ways: either . . . 
Foo paper is opaque in terms of an electrical current was 

tried. A mathematical expression, involving the magni- 

é en tude of these currents, which correlated the number 
Préferred On oo e-Job and size of the shives in the hand sheet to the area 

; a i under a curve was then derived. The complexity of the 
' [MA hyd CHROME CLAD ay Vad. expression made plotting the curves very difficult and 

ee ee i ‘ . slow. 

a" oe ; It was at this point that a calculator was brought 
ow ey ; PN 5 : 

eee Dall eer ae into use. Once the expressions had been broken down ae 5 ei A it ° : ‘ 
a tae : . 2a # | into simple summations and the sequence set up in 

pen es eg be ° S the computer, the corresponding areas for several thous- 
: ’ ES ee ING | and hand sheets were evaluated in a matter of hours. 

Me, oe EN A os In conclusion, the following limitations of calculators 
o kee eae? mA --\® © | should be emphasized. No calculator now in existence 

IR os “ = fo Ci can: 
pia - ed) a 

oe a= te St ec = oo . 1. Do intuitive thinking. 

i a » ? 4 sa “ iE oe a | ~~ a 2. Make bright guesses and leap to conclusions. 
oe Lea _@ Ecce . al 3. Determine all its own instructions. 

we ay 4 é ' " a mes ae — 4. Perceive complex situations outside itself and interpret 

a: SS them. 

ee a ome god | However, if a problem involves repetitious computa- 
_ OY Ae a ey 5" 4. | tions of a sufficiently large number to justify the time 

aed oe "oe | required to set up a calculator, and the characteristic 
Sac Ti ee _ properties of the derived answer can be expressed in 

be al ee =. a suitable manner for the controller unit, then a cal- 

hee | culator is the answer. The economy of a calculator in 
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG such a case is very great. Calculators are available 

THE /UFHIN (fPULE Ca. 452 that can perform 5000 additions per minute. Hence, 
SAGINAW, MICHIGAN years of paper work may become only hours with a 

CASE - FRAME - DRAG TAPES . TAPE-RULES calculator. THE’ END 
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We predict... 
. . . Wisconsin Electric Power Company engineers predict the electromechanical stability or instability of our 
electric system far into the future. System disturbances create “swings” of generators which would be disastrous 
if the system were not properly planned. Our engineers, with the use of analog and digital computers as aids, 
are planaing a system that doubles in size every 10 years. They must produce a system that is both technically 
and economically feasible. 

Your chances for success are excellent... 

Are you one of those engineers You may face problems that are tric power from the atom. 
eager to put your education to electrical, mechanical, civil or Take a step now into a suc- 
work and to keep on learning? chemical in nature. You may be cessful future. Find out more 
Then we predict that your chan- _ engaged in creating rate schedules about the many advantages that 
ces for success are excellent — or in special engineering and eco- will be yours when you begin 
especially at Wisconsin Electric nomic studies. You may help your career at Wisconsin Electric 
Power Company where engineer- solve some of the challenging en- Power Company. 
ing problems are solved by our gineering problems of our indus- 
own staff engineers. Here you trial and commercial customers. 48K for 
will find the kind of opportuni- As you grow in stature, yu YOU AND YOUR FUTURE 
ties that breed success. Chances may design electric systems, su- Hind aut pote abou ae opportuni- 
0) ‘son: th n Vv: — ‘ : ves di isconsin ectric ower om- for personal grow and advance pervise operations 1 OF advance pany by picking up a personal copy of 
ment are unlimited. into an administrative position, the interesting booklet, ‘You and Your 

The start of your career here of which many are now held by ae now available at your Placement 
may be in designing or building engineers. You may take part in ees . oo. lant bstati t the d 1 t of th iti At the same time, check the interview power plants, substations, trans- e development o € exciting schedule for dates when our represen- 
mission and distribution lines. new techniques of producing elec- _tatives will be on the campus. 

WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY 
231 West Michigan St., Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin 
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Rocket Fuels The field of propellants for large rockets has been 

(Continued from page 15) dominated until now by the chemical bi-propellants. 
, et e . : . 

pag This should not imply that it is the only course, or 

rocket motor may be accomplished by the injection of a even the best one, open to rocketeers. 

small quantity of the spontaneous fuel first, then follow- Another type of fuel, as mentioned previously, is the 

ing it with a more conventional, less expensive fuel. monopropellant. This is a propellant that carries the 

It should be noted that oxidation, while being the oxidant as an integral part of the fuel itself. The advan- 

most common, certainly is not the only reaction pos- tages of a monopropellant would be in some weight 

sible in a rocket engine. Fluorination has shown prom- reductions. This is because just one storage tank, one 

ise and is in strong competition with oxidation. Also, fuel pump and feed line would be required. However, 

simple decomposition of endothermic compounds may _ this type of fuel has an outstanding draw back. The 

be utilized. For instance, hydrogen peroxide decom- explosion hazard in handling is very great and until 

poses to liberate a considerable amount of heat along this hazard is greatly reduced, application of the 

with a good supply of oxygen. This desirable property liquid monopropellant on a large scale seems imprac- 

has brought hydrogen peroxide to the foreground as a__ tical. 

propellant. While being relatively new to the field of large 

Another possible source of energy has come to light rockets (V-2 size and above) solid propellants have 

due to observation of an experiment at the rocket test- shown great promise. They are superior to liquid fuels 

ing grounds in Nevada. It was observed that molecular in many respects. For example, solid fuels are more 

oxygen from a rocket in the upper atmosphere was dis- dense, have better storage and handling characteristics, 

sociated to atomic oxygen by the ultra violet rays of and are less corrosive than many liquid propellants. 

the sun. The energy of the atomic oxygen was released However, solid fuels have not been able to compete 

as a spot of light in the upper atmosphere, with liquid fuels. One reason for this is that it has been 

If this energy could be harnessed for propulsion, it impossible to feed the solid fuel into a small combus- 

would indeed be a boon to rocket researchers. Perhaps tion chamber. Therefore, the storage tank must be used 

this phenomenon could be used in conjunction with 8S the combustion chamber. This, at first, appears to be 

hydrogen peroxide which could furnish the oxygen to desirable in that the weight of the combustion chamber 

be acted upon by the ultra violet rays from the sun. (Continued on page 75) 
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: ‘ ; _ ’ The jet speedway, that outer envelope of air 10 to 15 GF : - 
_  —™ miles above the earth, could be a chamber of death 

e a a —rti‘Ci—é—O—OO , . £ * |  . to today's pilots because of the lack of air density. 
4 2. If the pilot were not protected by ingenious 

— . . . . . . 
~=—smEe®e accessories to provide an artificial climate, his blood ~~ P 

: -. would bubble like fizz water. Advanced, space- 
E . conquering equipment such as these air conditioning 
eo . units are now being produced by Hamilton Standard : —rr—— , 9 Y z . BY  . for America's most modern aircraft. It is a dynamic, 
a exhilarating engineering environment where the 

_ ~—r— accent is on tomorrow. 

a _ UNLIMITED OPPORTUNITIES 
@ 4 — | _ exist for engineers in the fields of design, test, 

| 1 | liaison, development, vibration, analysis, with 
: —=—OWS Hamilton Standard. It's a GREAT place to work. 

ce -— Write to Ted C. Fisher, Administrative Engineer. 
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Science Highlights orates” in the vacuum and sprays pike sign program involves $400,- 

—- : atoms in all directions at speeds 000 worth of highway signs and 

(Continued from page 32) above 5,000 miles an hour. This markers. 

ing power than previous systems, puts a gold coating on the glass The process of porcelainizing ex- 

it promises also to reduce and sim- _ plate. truded aluminum has been _per- 

plify the associated electronic cir- While the atomic bombardment fected only during the past year. 

cuits. Furthermore, it makes possi- coats the glass, a light meter con- The process is delicate because 

ble very compact memories of rela- tinuously measures the amount of enameling ovens must be heated to 

tively small capacity.” light passing through the glass. approximately 25 degrees of alum- 

In illustration, Dr. Rajchman dis- The meter halts the depositing inum’s melting point to achieve the 

played a compact memory plate process before the coating becomes required result. Steel, which com- 

unit consisting of ten plate assem- heavy enough to affect the trans- monly forms a base for enameling, 

blies and a novel switch also made _ parency of the glass plate. is more than 100 degrees from its 

from the plates. This develop- Engineers say the coating process melting point when in the bake 

mental unit, measuring only 2 jg halted when the deposit of gold ovens. 

cubic inches, has a storage capacity atoms is one thousand times thin- Approximately 1,500 of the dark 

of 2560 bits of information. ner than a machinist’s micrometer green porcelain signs will guide 

“Three years ago, it was Pre- can measure. motorists along the 236-mile Kansas 

dicted that micro-second memories Turnpike, which will form a major 

with capacities reckoned in mil- NEW TYPE SIGNS FOR KANSAS link in the proposed Maine to Cali- 

lions of bits would be available at TURNPIKE fornia turnpike system. The Kansas 

a relatively low cost in a distant Porcelainized aluminum extru- Tumpike axtends from Kansas City, 

future,” Dr. Rajchman said. “We _ sions and raised reflective lettering south through Topeka and Wichita, 

believe that the ferromagnetic have been combined for the first to the Oklahoma border. 

aperture plate is now ready to time to double the life expectancy A safety innovation used on the 

usher in this era. But the demand of highway signs on the new Turnpike will be 30,000 delineators 

for larger and faster memories is Kansas Turnpike. —the small “cat’s eyes” on posts 

incessant, and we may look for- Ordinary highway signs must be — which mark shoulders of the road- 

ward to the development of still refinished or replaced every five way—placed in four continuous 

newer techniques in the future, to eight years. The Kansas Turn- lines the length of the Turnpike. 

making possible the storage and in- pike signs, installed by Federal The delineators will be amber- 

stant selective readout of billions Sign and Signal Corporation, are colored at interchanges and service 

of bits.” expected to last for as long as 15 areas, and of clear crystal else- 

eras winesnietbe years without recoating. The Turn where. THE END 

Atoms of pure gold are being ea ae eG) | | | RNY pe eo 

used experimentally in Dearborn, ‘ te | i : | 

Mich., to insulate automobile wind- a sermemrcenmramarmymimes: | lea | ; 

shields and window glass against , ; |i iN ; 

summer heat rays. ie : bob i l i 

Ford research engineers say that iy e A 

when glass samples are coated with ck AREA \ kes - A ‘ i (oS 

a gold film 30,000 times thinner aN \ L¢ aH Se. SOUTH 

than a human hair, they filter out PN badder ’ oa ya eo, a 

the sun's heat-producing rays but rus Le -— A i) LG ne 

allow cooler beams of light to pass. We Ny a | cm ——— 

Light insulating experiments also se pt re > es — e/a 

are being conducted with silver, i: —s..) PS ah q ee = Gast fock 

aluminum, zinc, copper, vanadium, ey . | NY er cay y 

tantalum, titanium and uranium, as | a | My As [a a 

well as with minerals having un- et ye (al =a yaks 

usual optical properties. . EF a. oe = 2 lA a 

Ford researchers place gold foil | he ae paisa a » o ey i : 

and a sample of glass plate in a i. | <a se —_— <= Jee Te C / 

bell jar and then pump vacuum in i? oo —.. oo <> 3 blige mrs ARI ik 

the jar comparable to that in a a — Soe ; Fifi Fe! — 

common radio tube. 2 See hE we 

Then they melt gold electrically i Signs of the times. Two new processes, used for the first time on highway markers 
. . S or the Kansas Turnpike, are inspected in the Federal Sign and Signal Corporation 

inside the bell jar. The gold “evap- plant in Chicago. 
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One of many pilot plants at Standard’s Whiting Laboratories. Scientists and engineers fre- 
quently take new processes from the “‘bench-scale’” all the way to final field application. 

» @ Lik hi ’s shoes? w ike to try on this man’s shoes} 

oC Donan PiautTz belongs to process. He has operated pilot plants, corre- 
- the group of engineers at lated data, prepared process manuals, and 

Standard Oil’s Whiting, Indiana, assisted in the initial operation of new Ultra- 
Research and Engineering Laboratories who forming units. 
are fitted by training and talent for a process Ultraforming is an intricate refining process 
engineering career. His fraternal affiliations | which Standard invented, patented and makes 
include Phi Eta Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, Phi available to other refiners, as licensees, to pro- 
Lambda Upsilon and Theta Tau. vide increased yields of high octane gasoline. 

B.S. (University of Wisconsin); M.S. (Ohio Perhaps you’re not ready to try on this 
State); Ph. D. (University of Illinois), all in man’s shoes yet, but Standard Oil offers out- 
chemical engineering, Dr. Plautz has utilized standing career opportunities to college men 
this training in carrying out varied responsi- _ in almost all fields of science and engineering. 
bilities on development of the Ultraforming 

@ 
. cit ~ Standard Oil Company (stanparo 

910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 80, Illinois 
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ll ee oy Me [7 PPG has nineteen plants whose sole 
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b : ee | & - . PPG's fiber glass is being used for 

. an a | r™té“—~ constantly expanding applications. 
—_— ioe oo we CUCM — 

> a pee FR Cotesia ore 

a tA 
PPG produces volume items such as wrap-around windshields, other automotive glass, Hercu- Columbia-Southern Chemical Corpora- 
lite®® doors, and processes radar screens, atomic glass, aerial camera lenses, and the like. tion, a subsidiary of PPG, is a lead- 

ing producer of industrial chemicals. 

From its beginning over 70 years ago, the Research and development are given special 

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, by emphasis because PPG believes in leading 

following sound business practices and a the way, and in producing only the finest 

progressive research policy, has been a products for industry and for the home. 

leader in flat glass. Over the years, the com- If you are interested in building a success- 

pany has expanded into paint, brushes, ful lifetime career with a progressive organ- 

plastics, fiber glass and industrial chemical ization, PPG offers a wide range of occu- 

manufacturing .. . and it is today one of the pations in greatly diversified fields. 

largest producers in all these fields. PPG is Write today for more information to 

constantly growing not only in response to Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, General 

expanding markets for its existing products, Personnel Director, One Gateway Center, 

but also as a result of its new products. Pittsburgh 22, Pennsylvania. 

Pp PAINTS - GLASS - CHEMICALS - BRUSHES - PLASTICS - FIBER GLASS 
G 
PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY 

345 PLANTS, MERCHANDISING BRANCHES, AND SALES OFFICES LOCATED IN 250 CITIES 
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lo the engineer capable 
of original inking... 

Highly accurate AiResearch electronic amplifier used in =z mye se —, r ae pe 5 

precision analogue computer networks. Built to withstand ———_ 3 2 ia 2 L, 
50 G’s vibration, has over 20 megohm input impedance A ae oe A eo rn vs 
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The Garrett Corporation has builtan your disposal... have your choice and controls, temperature controls, 
outstanding reputation for pioneer- of location among the Los Angeles, cabin air compressors, turbine 
ing because of engineers whose Phoenix and New York areas. Also, _ motors, gas turbine engines, cabin 
minds are not shackled to the past _ financial assistance and encourage- _ pressure controls, heat transfer, 
...or even the present. We concen- ment will help you continue your _ electro-mechanical equipment, elec- 
trate on the future. education in the graduate schools of tronic computers and controls. 

If you’re the sort of engineer to fine neighboring universities. We are seeking engineers in all 
whom an obstacle is only a chal- All modern U.S. and many foreign categories to help us advance our 
lenge, you'll be interested in working _ aircraft are Garrett equipped. We _ knowledge in these and other fields. 
with us. You’ll have the finest have pioneered such fields as refrig- | Send resume of education and expe- 
research and laboratory facilities at | eration systems, pneumatic valves __ rience today to: Mr. G. D. Bradley 

THE CORPORATION 

9851 S. SEPULVEDA BLVD., LOS ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA 

DIVISIONS: AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING, LOS ANGELES ¢ AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING, PHOENIX * AIRSUPPLY 
AIRESEARGH INDUSTRIAL * REX * AERO ENGINEERING * AIR GRUISERS * AIRESEARCH AVIATION SERVICE 
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Our adventurous treasure-seeker located his treas- 
ure because it did not matter where the gallows was 
located. The spot where the treasure was buried lies 

equidistant from the two trees mentioned and one-half 
of the distance to the left of the point where the 
equidistant line and the line connecting the trees in- 

tersect. 

oe eR 

For you fellows who like probabilities, here’s a little 

problem. Figure out the probability that a stick, being 

broken into three chance pieces, may be arranged in 
the form of a triangle. Realize that if a 12” stick is 4 > 

by Sneedly, bs'61 broken into two pieces 2” long and an 8” piece, no 

triangle can be made. 

Welcome back from Christmas vacation. Sneedly 

hopes you had a very enjoyable time over the holi- oe 

days. Also Sneedly hopes that you found time to work . 

out the answers to last months problems and perhaps The other evening Sneedly and a group of fellow 

send them to Sneedly here at The Wisconsin Engineer. engineers went slumming and stopped at a place called 
Tn ease you didn’t. here they ae Ratscaller. The place was teeming with frail, long- 

- . haired little men who Engineer Gene Poison immedi- 
The escalator problem can be approached in several . 6 . . 

; “ye ayo ately identified as hill students. Over in one corner of 
ways. Let’s assume you did it by considering the escala- ° j : x ‘ : + 

5 csp ° p — the room a little fellow with greenish skin was snicker- 
tor’s projection on the lower foor (the x-projection) —, : : 5 5 

: ing merrily while the others in the group were cheering 
and assumed that the treads were each a unit length ; jen 5 : : 5 5 

a . . . . . him on in their squeaky, high-pitched voices. Finally, 
long. The situation results in a moving belt, horizontal, : ° 

ss , , after several toasts of carbonated orange had been 
with a length equal to the number of steps. We now 

ar drunk, the hero protested that he must leave now be- 
have a simplified d=r t problem, : s ‘ 5 

fore he caught a chill. He just put on his overshoes 

Let b=rate of belt in units/sec when Engineer Jack Lieferson walked up, puffing con- 

m=Norm’s rate in units/sec tentedly on the stub of a pipe held firmly in his granite- 
w= Barney’s rate in units,/sec like teeth. The fumes from the pipe were too much for 

d=length in units the hill students’ hero and the fellow collapsed on the 

floor, still clutching his black umbrella in his withered 

The time necessary for Norm’s transit was d/(b+m) — scaly hands. On the floor beside him lay a piece of 
units, and Norm walked 28 units. We can therefore paper entitled, “2=1". It read as follows: 

say that 
bd 1—3=4—6 
a : 1—349/4=4-6+49/4 

(b+m) + 28=d, + ‘ +9 
(1—3/2)2= (2—3/2)2 

and for Barney, that bd/(b+w)+21l=d, Also m=2w. 1—3/2=2—3/2 

Although the three equations have four unknowns, you 1=2 
found to be 42 units anyway, and that, you further con- 

cluded, meant that the escalator has 42 steps instantly Engineer Richard Robertson immediately saw the 
visible. error in this “proof”, Can you? 
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i | pees eer ee ere Setete Engine Ears Rocket Fuels | SSS Sere 
(Continued from page 54) (Continued from page 68) | A 4 ni? 7 

5 : . . WS 10 2 ils ks, 
sponsible for engineering and de- would be eliminated. But because fl a) To 3 i 
sign of the firm’s entire line of these solid fuels burn well only M if 8 4 Van" 
power sweepers and electric ve- under high pressure, the storage ‘fe ee 6 5 aa 
hicles. . tank, which must be large enough | =m | > aa =| —— 

Link formerly was in charge of to contain the initial fuel charge, | ve WA pee 

research and. development for an must be heavy in construction. This | . 
Illinois street sweeper manufac- adds to the weight of the rocket. | Minutes away from a 
turer, | . | 

Prior to his eight years with that Atomic SMETEY, because it rep- | 
firm, he was a member of the engi- __Tesents energy in the most concen- | 

neering department of Racine Hy- trated form, would seem to be the | OF MODERN 

draulics and Equipment Co., Ra- answer to a great many problems | ADVANTAGES — 
cine, Wis. that arise in the serach for a sat- 

isfactory rocket fuel, but the utili- : ee living and one ge ape ‘amed New Jersey resort areas CURRENT ENGINEERING zation of this tremendous energy gee INSTITUTES . . e e@ New York City’s scientific, cultural 
for a high thrust rocket is very and entertainment centers 

CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTING difficult. © Leading graduate schools 
January 9, 10, 11 5 ; . Construct contract. contige In a fission reaction, particles are i Federal Telecommunication Laborato- sonstruction contract con igen- #6lea8Ed wit-dteat speed in all direcs ries’ location in Nutley, N. J. is a dream 

cies, special contracts with units of 7“ ' ars i SI 1 ‘ 1 that spot for young engineers... combining 
a 5 Bcemcltdis seas s tions. It must be remembered tha country-like work atmosphere, quiet government, Wisconsin’s statutes the rocket 1 derive ite thrust suburban living, closeness to the vast 

relating to public works, kinds of HE: TOCKEE Would derive dts Chrus offerings of the unique New York-New . 5 EY > reflecti FE 9se. Par- ersey metropolitan y insurance necessary and desirable vom the —— of these ee J At PTL you work in one of America’s 
for contractors, the economic justi- ticles. However, particles emitted | great research and development centers A * . a ‘ ISNT Led ot snetratea » ».. On long-ran; iT ‘ams... fication of safety programs, how to by a fission weaction, penetrate the leaders in dlecuonies re are die 
organize and run a_ successful walls of the containing vessel and recognize einbition ane ability. - 
cafe: re . “ (" % » reflecti is ¢. : ‘ s employee benefits include: safety program, methods of de- the reflection is so small that no graduate tuition refund plan; health, 
veloping properly trained person- appreciable thrust can be obtained. Broup insurance and pension plans. 

os oa . isted below are the interesting as- nel, and cost keeping and estimat- Another power source from | signments open at FTL’s East Coast i: i 2g >» of » onbiects a oratory, ley, N. J. ing will be some of the subjects atomic energy would seem to be a ry, Nutley, N. J 
considered at this institute, The the possibility of transferring heat Hoel eGesnsns lean Here 

ee i e ple . y gen- . . . es Oa oon wi be planned for gen from an atomic pile to a workable | Electronic Countermeasures 
Cra COMMER CIONS: ay ones fluid. This presents still another Air Navigation Systems Fee: $25. Leonard F. Hillis, In- sfobléii, [i Grdér: to: compensate Antennas * Missile Guidance 
stitute Coordinator problem. ORCES” £Ok Compensate Transistors and other Semiconductor Devices , ° a for the added weight of the pile, Computers * Telephone and 

ELECTRIC METERS exceptionally high temperatures Wire Transmission Systems 
January 15, 16 must be sustained. (in excess of Opportunities for relaxed living and career- ' a ‘ wee ‘ 2 SEAS slit There are building also available at FTL’s West Coast This institute is arranged for 20,000 degrees Ke vin}. Phere are Laboratory . . . with openings in Digital 

persons responsible for the testing, no cooling methods of materials Computers, Inertial Navigation Systems and calibration, maintenance, and in- known to contain such high heat. Infra Red Systems. Write to: 15191 Bledsoe 
e 7 —_ me . . . St., San Fernando, Cal, stallation of electric meters of vari- Even though much of the re- 

ous types. Concurrent sessions will search in this field is not published | 
be held for basic and advance stu- due to security reasons, it has been | L wD) 

. c s. * . c . : pee a ee ‘aa dents during part of the institute. hinted that the use of atomic fuel | 4 = Ree ee 
Subjects to be covered include: re- is not impossible. | a | - | : WT a ae ie f mathematics and_ basic . . ees em i VIEW oO mathema —_ ang Pasi The selection of a satisfactory | Federal Telecommunication il 
electricity, report of the use of a fuel from the many possibilities | Laboratories Ay) mobile testing laboratory, single now at hand presents many prob- A Division of International Telephone i i 
and polyphase meter applications, lems. There is no combination of | 500 Washington Ave., Nutley, N. J. A 
© oy >ASLITT instr 3] : . : = 7 _ a 
and other measuring instruments. chemicals that has all the desired | (Biggiesiamepeessegere ccsea ee 
The ster : “us ap Sayaaa woe ee eee ad | ee The Meter and Customer Service characteristics. Much research has | Bggeseas SEE ME eae 
Committee of the Wisconsin Util- gone inte this study and much en ae frre 
ities Association is assisting the more is proposed. This new field | ye arms one TE 
staff in arranging the program. is indeed a challenge to the fertile | Mg ieee: es sre 

Fee: $25. Ralph D. Smith, Insti- pind, | ay Sea 
tute Coordinator. THE END THE END East Coast Laboratory and Microwave Tower 
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Growth — in personnel, for example, tells the Temco 

success story. 

In 1945, Temco had 259 employees. Today, Temco has over 

10,000 employees — at three integrated Texas plants — at 

work on contracts covering fourteen of the country’s key 

military aircraft. Constant expansion in every department 

has equipped Temco to meet the increasing needs of the 

aircraft industry—to push ahead the company’s own develop- 

ments in electronics and in aircraft and weapon systems. 

Temco’s sturdy growth — in skills, facilities and experience 

— opens up outstanding opportunities for a complete range 

of engineering talents. If you are looking for a rewarding 

career in aviation, you will find it at Temco. 

ENGINEERS} > 
1 Openings in all phases of aircraft design and ' 

' development. Write to Joe Russell, Engi- ' 4 i 

! neering Personnel, Room 10-A, Temco ' | of i 

b Aircraft Corporation, Dallas, Texas. ' a oe 

te wewe wwe were sueee ven eenn-oeannennrnnqaceeeuenel ® 
AIRCRAFT CORPORATION, DALLAS 

IN ENGINEERING THE BEST OPPORTUNITIES AREIN AVIATION + IN AVIATION THE BEST OPPORTUNITIES ARE AT TEMCO 
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It’s tough—trying to decide which company you’d  RAYTHEON’S APPLICATION AND SALES PROGRAM 
like to work for, where you’d advance fastest, be Sales and field engineering Careers: that lead to many 
happi est, and have the brightest future. interesting activities and opportunities. 

. AND — quick facts on chances for advancement, gradu- 

To help you make up your mind, let us send you ate studies, individualized training, company policies 
this interesting 16-page brochure that answers and benefits, plant locations, living and recreational 
many of your questions—and we’ll answer others advantages. 

by special letter. FOR YOUR FREE COPY— MAIL THIS COUPON! 
eee reese sereeeseserereseseosseseesseoeeereed $ : 

WHAT THIS FREE BOOK CONTAINS: : Raytheon Manufacturing Co. * 

: Hy 
RAYTHEON’S RESEARCH PROGRAM—A digest of : eb tment 3 
Raytheon’'s current work in the basic fields of physics : Walther Be Nas is ‘te. 7 

and electronics. ‘ aT te Massachusetts ° 
3 Please send me, without cost or obligation, ENGINEER- ¢ 

RAYTHEON’S DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN PROGRAM ~~ ;_‘!NG and RESEARCH CAREERS. : 
How the results of research are utilized in new elec- > Name oS 
tronic products and components. : : 

« Address__t 3 : 
RAYTHEON’S MANUFACTURING PROGRAM — ‘Typical : City________________Zone_____State_____ = 
examples of up-to-the-minute production techniques in Name of College or University. : 
a rapidly expanding industry. LGGNG. LG KAMER WES BARNS ETA STD Hs ROWERS RON TES TEES
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THE ENGINEER Who takes the pleasure out of life and makes existence 

Who is the man designs our pumps with judgment, skill, hell? 
and earee Who'll fire a real good-looking one because she cannot 

Who is the man that builds them and keeps them in spell? ; , 

repair? Who'll substitute a dictaphone for a coral-tinted ear? 

Who has to shut them down because the valve seats The penny-chasing, dollar-wasting Efficiency Engineer. 

disappear? Who is the man that digs up our lawns and streets with 

The bearing-wearing, gearing-tearing Mechanical En- cheek 
gincer. Who is the man that strings pipe through field and 

Who makes his juice for half a cent and wants to charge swamp and creek - 

a aimee Who'll discuss combustion efficiency with lack of fear 

Who, when we've signed the contract, can’t deliver The odor injecting, leak detecting Gas Engineer. 

half the time? —Submitted by—R. W. Kunkel, U.W.E.E. ’51; Thomas J, Lam- 

Who thinks a loss of twenty-six percent is nothing beck, U.W. M. ’33; Antone G. Prasil, U.W. Che. 46, all of 
queer? the Gas Engineering Dept. of the Wisconsin Public Service 

: . ~ a a oes Cc ation. 
The volt-inducing, load-reducing Electrical Engineer. paperanen ede 

Who is it that takes a transit out to find a sewer to 

tap? . If it takes 10 hours for a woodpecker with a rubber 
Who then with care extreme locates the junction on iJ] to chop $65 worth of shingles from an oak tree, 

the map? how long does it take a grasshopper with a wooden 
Who is it that goes to dig it up and finds it nowhere leg to kick the juice out of a dill pickle? 

near? 
The mud-bespattered, torn and tattered Civil Engineer. oe 

Who thinks without his products we would all be in The little boy’s watch had stopped ticking and he 

the lurch? tried to find the trouble. Finally he took the back off 
Who has a heathen idol which he designates Research? it and went into the works. He found a dead little 

Who tints the creeks, perfumes the air, and makes the bug. “No wonder it doesn’t work,” he said, “the engi- 

landscape drear? neer’s dead!’ ’ 

The odor evolving, grass-dissolving Chemical Engineer. a ae 

W ne is the man who'll draw a plan for everything you A group invented an atom bomb so powerful that it 

- Cesires kendo 1 — sis wl wed? would destroy the world. They just couldn’t resist try- 
oa ‘ste al Sandel ine 4 " a wairpin a ay wire: ing it just once. When the smoke had cleared away, 

With te tere BUCS > ie howe'ers’, and “but's", to the only thing left alive on the face of the earth were 

1 mn k in Reining f ca — _ two monkeys somewhere in Tibet. The male monkey 
ie work-disdaining, fee-retaining Consulting Engi-  |eered at his companion and said, “Well, shall we start 

_ eer. ; the whole thing over again?” 
Who builds a road for fifty years that disappears in 

3 a 8 #8 
two: 

Then changes his identity so no one’s left to sue? There is only one engineer who ever got rich. He 

Who covers all the traveled roads with filthy, oily recently died in Arkansas and left a fortune of $50,000 
smear? which he amassed through unceasing toil, superhuman 

The bump-providing, rough-on riding Highway Engi- perseverance, remarkable ingenuity, and the death of 

neer. an uncle who left him $49,000. 
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{ a GUIDED MISSILE 

: ay RESEARCH and DEVELOPMENT 

Ak 
} | A major guided missile research and development program has several ¥ 3 7 significant characteristics that are of particular interest to the scientist ; 7 and engineer, 

7 First, it requires concurrent development work in a number of dif- : i _ ferent technical areas such as guidance and control, aerodynamics, struc- . & tures, propulsion and warhead. Each of these large areas in turn contains ke a wide variety of specialized technical activities. As an example, digital 2 computer projects in the guidance and control area involve logical design, | A citcuit design, programming, data conversion and handling, component | and system reliability, input-output design, and environmental and ta mechanical design. 
oO so A second characteristic is frequently the requirement for important ‘ ss state-of-the-art advances in several of the technical areas. For instance, the ee supersonic airframe needed for a new missile may necessitate not only i _ novel theoretical calculations, but also the design and performance of new ' CE kinds of experiments, 

( _— A third characteristic of missile development work is that such close ce _ interrelationships exist among the various technical areas that the entire i oe Project must be treated as a single, indivisible entity. For example, what | ea _ is done in the guidance portion of the system can affect directly what must | 3 - : be done in the propulsion and airframe portions of the system, and vice versa. : 
CS These characteristics make it clear why such work must be organized _ around strong teams of scientists and en, ineers. Further, for such teams i — to realize their full potential, they must be headed by competent scientists i 2 and engineers to provide the proper technical management. And finally, | Lo oo all aspects of the organization and its procedures must be tailored care- \ 2 . fully to maximize the effectiveness of the technical people. 

op Principles such as these have guided The Ramo-Wooldridge Corpora- _ 7, tion in carrying out its responsibility for overall systems engineering and : | Va technical direction for the Air Force Intercontinental and Intermediate fA Range Ballistic Missiles. These major programs are characterized by their importance to the national welfare and by the high degree of challenge _—... they offer to the qualified engineer and scientist. 

Cl 2 — ] 
( e 3 z _ Guided Missile Research and Development oe Openings exist for | Aerodynamics and Propulsion Systems Pee Scientists and engineers _ Communications Systems ae in these fields of Automation ana aval practi a . ey ivity: | Digital Computers and Control Systems  . CURT ERE ectsUsty ____ Airborne Electronic and Control Systems 

_— is 

ee . a o The Ramo-Wooldridge Corporation 
. 5730 ARBOR VITAE STREET * LOS ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA 
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“THERE’S A BEAUTIFUL EARTH OUT TONIGHT 

These words will be spoken by a traveler from are daily being devoted to the development of 

the planet Earth—and the speaker is alive today. guided missiles, rockets and flight systems of 

A whole new science of astronautics has come vital importance to the security of our country — 

into being in the past decade. And today at and to the future of astronautics....It’s sooner 

Martin, thousands of engineering man-hours than you think! 

SALTIMORE - OoOleNVER 
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PHOTOGRAPHY AT WORK—No. 25 in a Kodak Series 

Shippingport, Pa. power plant S 7 / fo - - Lo 4 

Electric Co. under contract with Ay _ _— bcs \ 
the A.E.C, for operation by Tt mil _ s _ ; ] . 
Duquesne Light Company. f A CL ae 

{ i : \ i oe Ff ~, é me : \ fa _ gf > ‘ 
A wey x aa FC, ‘ rats AN ile . 

yi ig iN a . 

eee, — fe i AL... ae w = 

Wh t t into h 
ca Combustion Engineering designed and built this “couldu’t- 

A gs be-done” reactor vessel for America’s first full-scale Ue We 

Fest @ nuclear power station. And photography shared the job of 
(agi ksxo) testing metals, revealing stresses and proving soundness. 
© s0> 04 @ rae negees 7 . 

i * 6 Oo CooNtress unusual—even unique— tography saved time in the drafting 
i problems faced Combustion — rooms. It revealed where stresses 

Photograph showing patterns of Engineering in creating this nuclear and strains would be concentrated. 
stress concentration. It was taken reactor vessel. Nine feet in diameter It checked the molecular structure 
ofa phate mode! of ; eager with walls 8! in. thick, it is 235 tons of the steel, showed its chemical vessel loaded to simulate the strains C . alin . ? a yaye ? areal reactor vessel would undergo. of steel that had to be flawless, | make-up. And with gamma rays it 

seamed with welds that had to be probed for flaws in the metal, imper- 
« spe perfect. And the inner, ultrasmooth fections in the welds. = _— : surface was machined to dimension Any business, large or small, can 

men in ss with Wlorstibes that vie with those se photography in many ways to 
y : in modern aircraft engines. save time and money. It can go to 
irene lu As in all its construction, Combus- work in every department — design, 

sil rl . tion Engineering made use of _ research, production, personnel, 
a nw PS photography all along the way. Pho- sales, and accounting. 

eS PUTT ttt t ste s tests cee ees cesses eee eee cece eee ceees 
i , er eee . CAREERS WITH KODAK . Radiographs of the reactor vessel 2 Wi | . ons faspae armen we . . es . ith photography and photographic processes becoming increasingly : welds were made with a 15,000,000- : aii sama : ace i Brn tlc {important in the business and industry of tomorrow, there are new . volt betatron, Every bit of the $ and chs , are regan - oe : . . | ‘ va + and challenging opportunities at Kodak in research, engineer- 3 L special steel, every weld had to be - tne. elactionice desi and lucti he L 

oroved sound and flawless. » «Mg, Clectronics, design anc proc uction. Z 4 Ly L 7 If you are looking for such an interesting opportunity, write L Mo 
: for information about careers with Kodak. Address: Business A. _ 
+ and Technical Personnel Dept., Eastman Kodak Company, hh ct 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N.Y. CL
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DESIGNING COMPLETE PLANT LAYOUT for a new manufacturing EXTENSIVE ENGINEERING INSIGHT and a firm knowledge of manu- 

activity are Howard Jenkins, Maine ’50, and Dick Rayve, Brooklyn facturing problems guide Tom Robinson, Alabama Polytechnic In- 

Polytechnic 54. This manufacturing engineering problem involves stitute ’54, in purchasing materials for operating departments. Tom, 

operation planning, materials handling, and designing machine tools. at left, discusses possible application of metal products with vendors. 

AT GENERAL ELECTRIC... 

Your engineering background fits you fo 

ding opportunities in manufacturi 

Today’s engineers are going to work in rently planning expansions and im- Mechanical, industrial, electrical, and 

manufacturing and rightly so. The provements to double its production chemical engineers will all find wide 

products of our rapidly advancing tech- _rate in the next ten years. To meet this opportunities in the varied activities of 

nology — involving mechanical, electri- intensified demand, the Company has modern G-E manufacturing. For com- 

cal, hydraulic, chemical and electronic instituted a Manufacturing Training plete information on careers in manu- 

components call for greater engineer- Program to develop young men for the _ facturing, write to John E. Jones, Man- 

ing skill in their production. With the important jobs which will result from ufacturing Training Program, General 

advent of atomic devices there will be this manufacturing growth. Electric Company, Schenectady 5, 

an even greater demand for engineer- You can share in G.E.’s manufac- New York. 957-1 

ing knowledge in the manufacturing turing progress. This is a field where Progress Is Our Most Important Product 

function. manufacturing engineers will apply all 

General Electric, long a leader in their technical knowledge to provide @ 

modern manufacturing methods, is cur- solutions for industry’s many problems. GE NER AL ELE cTRI c 

IN QUALITY CONTROL ENGINEERING Chuck Fehlau, Bates College ’49, DESIGNING AUTOMATION EQUIPMENT for a new motor production 

is responsible for devising test procedures and designing test equipment line are these G-E manufacturing engineers. The high engineering 

for this jet fighter gun-sighting system. Chuck also audits quality content of operations in this manufacturing development laboratory 

control tests to assure compliance with engineering requirements. requires the technical skill of outstanding young creative engineers. 
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